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Abstract
We introduce and study the Bang Calculus, an untyped functional
calculus in which the promotion operation of Linear Logic is made
explicit and where application is a bilinear operation. This calculus,
which can be understood as an untyped version of Call-By-Push-
Value, subsumes both Call-By-Name and Call-By-Value lambda-
calculi, factorizing the Girard’s translations of these calculi in Linear
Logic. We build a denotational model of the Bang Calculus based on
the relational interpretation of Linear Logic and prove an adequacy
theorem by means of a resource Bang Calculus whose design is
based on Differential Linear Logic.

Keywords lambda-calculus, call-by-name, call-by-value, call-by-
push-value, Taylor expansion, relational model, clash, linear logic,
box, sigma-reduction, denotational semantics, Girard’s translations.

1. Introduction
The λ-calculus is a simple syntactic framework formalizing many
features of functional programming languages. For instance, the λ-
calculus can be endowed with two different evaluation mechanisms,
call-by-name (CBN) and call-by-value (CBV), which have quite
different properties. The standard categorical setting for describing
denotational models of the λ-calculus, cartesian closed categories,
provides models which are adequate for CBN, but typically not
for CBV. For CBV, the introduction of an additional computational
monad (in the sense of Moggi [36, 37]) is necessary. While CBN
λ-calculus [7] has a rich and refined semantic and syntactic theory
featuring advanced concepts such as separability, solvability, Böhm
trees, classification of λ-theories, full-abstraction, etc., this is not
the case for CBV λ-calculus [40], in the sense that concerning the
CBV counterpart of these theoretical notions there are only partial
and not satisfactory results (or they do not exist at all!).

Linear Logic (LL, [23]) proof-nets provide a setting where this
discrepancy could be solved since it is well-know that both CBN
and CBV λ-calculi can be faithfully translated in LL proof nets (see
below). Proof-nets syntax is extremely expressive and powerful, but
it is too general for the computational purpose of representing purely
functional programs.

[Copyright notice will appear here once ’preprint’ option is removed.]

The goal of this paper is to provide an intermediate formalism
enjoying at the same time the conceptual simplicity of λ-calculus
and the operational expressiveness of LL proof-nets: the bang
calculus. It is a variant of λ-calculus which is “linear” in the sense
that the exponential rules of LL are part of the syntax. The explicit
availability of exponential rules in this new syntax allows to express
both Girard’s encodings of CBN and CBV λ-calculi into LL proof-
nets as encodings into the bang calculus (which itself can be encoded
into LL proof-nets as we will show in a longer version of this
paper). It turns out that this bang calculus was already known in
the literature: it is an untyped version of Paul Levy’s Call-By-Push-
Value calculus (CBPV, [30, 31]), but our motivations for introducing
it are quite different from his.

In our opinion, the bang calculus is interesting also for another
reason. The aforementioned theoretical notions and results well
studied for the CBN λ-calculus (separability, solvability, Böhm
trees, classification of λ-theories, full-abstraction, etc.), might be
adapted and studied in the more general setting of the bang calculus,
giving a compelling point of view to analyze the corresponding
notions for the CBV λ-calculus. In particular we believe that the
bang calculus (which enjoys a nice approximation theory thanks to
the notion of Taylor expansion) might be an useful tool to find a
satisfactory definition of Böhm tree for CBV λ-calculus, as well as
to study the equational theory induced by the relational model. More
generally, the bang calculus subsumes in the same rewriting system
both CBN and CBV λ-calculi, thus it may be a general setting to
compare CBN and CBV.

Linear Logic and Girard’s translations Girard’s Linear Logic
(LL, [23]) can be understood as a refinement of intuitionistic logic
and λ-calculus in which resource management is made explicit
thanks to the introduction of a new pair of dual connectives: the
exponentials “!” and “?”. In proof-nets, the standard syntax for LL
proofs, boxes (introducing the modality “!”) mark the sub-proofs
available at will: during cut-elimination, such boxes can be erased
(by weakening rules), can be duplicated (by contraction rules), can
enter other exponential boxes or can be opened (by dereliction rules).

The categorical counterpart of this refinement is well known: it
is the notion of a cartesian ∗-autonomous1 category, equipped with a
comonad endowed with a strong monoidal structure. Every instance
of such a kind of structure yields a denotational model of LL. The
first concrete example is the category of coherence spaces and linear
maps, and many other examples have been found since Girard’s
initial discovery, for instance the category Rel of sets and relations,
which gives rise to the simplest and most canonical denotational

1 Actually the full symmetry of such a category is not really essential as
far as the λ-calculus is concerned, it is however quite natural from the LL
viewpoint: LL restores the classical involutivity of negation in a constructive
setting.
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model of LL: the relational semantics. Recent results [15, 16, 26]
show that the relational model faithfully represents normal proof
nets.

The presence of exponentials in LL makes it possible to express
at a syntactical level notions considered as semantical in the λ-
calculus. This is the case in particular for the distinction between
the Call-By-Name (CBN) and Call-By-Value (CBV) evaluation
mechanism [40]. A CBN discipline re-evaluates an argument each
time it is used. On the contrary, a CBV discipline evaluates an
argument just once and recalls its value each time it is used. CBN
and CBV λ-calculi are usually defined by means of operational
rules giving rise to two different rewriting systems on the same set
of λ-terms: in CBN there is no restriction on firing a β-redex, in
CBV a β-redex can be fired only when the argument is a value,
i.e. a variable or an abstraction. CBN and CBV evaluations have a
denotational counterpart called adequacy in two different kinds of
denotational models. We say that a denotational model is adequate
for a calculus if the set of normalizable terms can be characterized by
means of their denotations. Adequacy has an important consequence:
all observably distinct terms have distinct denotations.

In his seminal article [23], Girard proposes a standard translation
of (intuitionistic logic and hence) λ-calculus in multiplicative-
exponential LL proof-nets whose semantical counterpart is well
known: the Kleisli category of the exponential comonad “!” is
cartesian closed thanks to the mentioned strong monoidal structure
of “!”. This translation (·)CBN maps the intuitionistic implication
A⇒ B to the LL formula !ACBN ( BCBN, and is related to CBN
for the following reason: a λ-term reaches a head-normal form by
CBN reduction iff its translation in LL proof-nets reaches a normal
form for the depth-0 cut-elimination (that is, without reducing within
boxes).

A similar result holds for CBV if we use another translation
(·)CBV called “boring” by Girard in [23]: it maps the the intuitionistic
implication A ⇒ B to the LL formula !(ACBV ( BCBV) (or
equivalently !ACBV ( !BCBV). Thus, as deeply studied in [34],
the two Girard’s logical translations can explain the two different
calling mechanisms, bringing them into the scope of the Curry-
Howard isomorphism. At the λ-term level, these two translations
differ only by the way they use logical exponential (i.e. box and
dereliction) rules, whereas both of them use multiplicative and
structural (i.e. contraction and weakening) ingredients in the same
way: since in CBN λ-calculus there is no restriction on firing a
β-redex (its argument can be freely copied or erased), the translation
(·)CBN puts the argument of every application into a box (see
[12, 28, 41]); on the other hand, the translation (·)CBV puts only
values into boxes (see [2])2 since in CBV λ-calculus values are the
only duplicable and discardable λ-terms.

The bang calculus LL proof-nets however are a complicated
(and perhaps too expressive for a purely computational purpose)
formalism, but from the analysis of Girard’s translations it seems
worthwhile to enrich the λ-calculus by allowing an explicit use of
boxes in order to mark the “values” of the calculus, i.e. the terms
that can be freely duplicated and discarded: such a linear λ-calculus
subsumes both CBN and CBV λ-calculi, via suitable translations.
This, of course, has been done quite early in the history of LL by
defining various linear λ-calculi, see for instance [1, 8, 32, 34].
Because they allow for a quite liberal use of multiplicative rules,
these calculi require a clear distinction between linear and non-linear
variables, structural rules being freely (and implicitly) available for
the latter and forbidden for the former. This distinction complicates

2 Actually, variables are translated by exponential axioms, which can be seen
as boxes up to η-expansion.

the calculus and is actually useless as far as we are interested in
translating the λ-calculus.

The bang calculus we propose here is a linear λ-calculus where
all variables are non-linear in the sense that there are no restrictions
on the use of variables. In this syntax there is an explicit constructor
not only for box but also for its dual operation, dereliction. As the
exponential rules of LL are part of the syntax, the basic application
operation of the bang calculus is a (bi-)linear application3. A redex
can be fired only when its argument is a box or a variable, boxes
and variables being the only discardable and duplicable terms. We
decide to focus on an untyped calculus in order to capture both
untyped CBN and CBV λ-calculi, but in a simply typed version we
would use the following LL type constructions: if A is a type then
!A is a type, and if A and B are types then !A ( B is a type. In
this simply typed version, when a term T is typed, all its variables
have a type of shape !A: if T is an abstraction (resp. a box) then it
has a type of shape !B ( C (resp. !B). From the point of view of
structural rules, the modality “!” is used as a polarization operator
along the lines of polarized LL [28, 29], even if the fragment of LL
corresponding to the simply typed version of the bang calculus is
not polarized (but it seems to share some features with polarized
LL): e.g. the identity term λxx can be typed by the unpolarized
formula !X ( !X .

As already mentioned, our (untyped) bang calculus is just the
untyped version of a purely functional implicative fragment of Paul
Levy’s Call-By-Push-Value calculus (CBPV, [30, 31]) as presented
in [19]. CBPV is a common framework for CBN and CBV, taking
place in a line of research mainly inspired by Moggi’s computational
λ-calculus [36, 37]. Interestingly, thunk and force operators in
CBPV correspond to our box and dereliction, respectively: we
propose to view the (untyped) CBPV calculus as a nice factorization
of Girard’s CBN and CBV translations of (untyped) λ-calculus into
LL.

To get a denotational model of the bang calculus, it suffices to
find, in a model of LL, an object U together with two morphisms
φ : !U & (!U ( U)→ U and ψ : U → !U & (!U ( U) such that
ψ φ = id; we consider here only the case where these morphisms
are isos, this can be obtained under standard assumptions about the
model of LL. The choice of restricting our attention to models of LL
is explained by our motivation above: we see the bang calculus as a
decomposition of Girard’s CBN and CBV translations of λ-calculus
into LL. We consider more specifically the above construction in the
case of the relational model Rel of LL, where the above isos are
identities. We present the interpretation of terms in the model U of
Rel as a typing system in the spirit of non-idempotent intersection
types [14, 38].

Clashes, Taylor expansion and σ-reduction Unlike usual pure
(CBN and CBV) λ-calculi, reductions in our calculus can lead to
clashes, that is, terms which make no sense. A typical example of
such clashes is a box applied to another term, since “a box is not
a function”. A clash can nevertheless be interpreted in our model
U and it is easy to see that its interpretation is the trivial one: for
instance, in Rel it is the empty set. So, every term with non-empty
interpretation in Rel (i.e. typable in our non-idempotent intersection
typing system) has no clashes and cannot reduce to a term with
clashes. We prove that the reduction of such terms terminates: it
gives the first half-part of an adequacy result for Rel with respect
to the bang calculus.

3 The application of the bang calculus is linear in both the function and
the argument: in an algebraic extension of the bang calculus obtained by
endowing the set of terms with a structure of vector space, given two
scalars α and β and three terms T , S and R, one has 〈αS + βR〉T =
α〈S〉T + β〈R〉T and 〈T 〉(αS + βR) = α〈T 〉S + β〈T 〉R.
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One could prove this termination result by reducibility, but we
prefer to use a combinatory approach made possible by the non-
idempotent character of our typing system related to Rel. We
introduce an auxiliary resource calculus which “reifies” as resource
terms the typing derivations of terms of the bang calculus. The
syntax of this resource calculus is derived from differential LL
[18, 21] (for which Rel is a denotational model) and its reduction
rules are non-deterministic: a resource term reduces generally to a
finite set of resource terms. In this calculus, each variable occurrence
is linear and terms are never duplicated. For that reason, reduction
is strongly normalizing. This resource calculus can be interpreted in
the model U in Rel and this interpretation is invariant by reduction
(sets of resource terms have to be interpreted as the union of the
interpretation of their elements). Terms of the bang calculus can
then be translated into (generally infinite) sets of resource terms
thanks to an operation called Taylor expansion. This translation
preserves denotations and simulates the bang calculus reduction
into the resource calculus reduction: these properties are the key
observations to prove the first half-part of our adequacy result.

What about the second half-part of the adequacy? Is it true that
if a term is normalizable to a normal form without clashes then
its interpretation in the model U in Rel is non-empty? We give a
positive answer, provided that we extend the notion of reduction
in the bang calculus. Indeed, to get a full adequacy we need to
add reduction rules in order to reduce terms which are locked or
clash-free for bad reasons in the sense that:

• either they contain configurations that “should be redexes” —
and give rise to redexes in the proof-net obtained by translating
the term— but are not redexes;
• or they contain configurations that “should be clashes” —and

give rise to clashes in the proof-net obtained by translating the
term— but are not clashes.

These new rules, called σ-reduction rules, allow to rearrange terms
in such a way that these “hidden” redexes or clashes become explicit.
Our σ-reduction is essentially obtained by putting together the σ-
reduction rules already studied for CBN λ-calculus [28, 41, 42] and
CBV λ-calculus [10, 24, 25]. All denotational models of the bang
calculus built from a model of LL are invariant under σ-reduction.

Finally, we point out that our adequacy result holds not only for
closed terms but also for the open ones and for a notion of reduction
that can reduce under λ.

Related work We have already mentioned other linear λ-calculi
[1, 8, 32, 34] subsuming both CBN and CBV and inspired by
LL. The bang calculus simplifies their syntax, for instance it does
not use explicit substitutions (yielding a more compact syntactic
characterization of normal forms), and does not require a clear
distinction between non-linear and linear variables. Following a
different approach based on the analysis of the duality of the sequent
calculus, the λµµ̃-calculus [11] provides another setting subsuming
both CBN and CBV λ-calculi: it is related to the polarized extension
of LL [28, 29], rather than to a decomposition of the two Girard’s
translations.

Outline In §2 we introduce the syntax of the bang calculus, its
reduction rules and the notion of clash, we show also how the bang
calculus can simulate both CBN and CBV λ-calculi. §3 describes
how to build a denotational model of the bang calculus starting from
a model of LL, then a concrete semantics of the bang calculus is
introduced: the relational model. In §4 we introduce the resource-
sensitive version of the bang calculus and the notion of Taylor
expansion, which are used in §5 to prove the adequacy result for the
relational semantics of the bang calculus (non-empty semantics is
equivalent to termination without clashes).

2. Syntax of the bang calculus
We present here the bang calculus. Given a countable set Var of
variables (denoted by x, y, z, . . . ), the sets !Λ of terms and !Λv of
values are defined by mutual induction:

(!Λv) V,W ::= x | T ! values

(!Λ) T, S,R ::= V | λxT | 〈T 〉S | derT terms

Clearly, !Λv ( !Λ. Terms of the form T ! (resp. derT ; 〈T 〉S)
are called bangs or boxes (resp. derelictions; linear applications).
The set of free variables of a term T , denoted by fv(T ), is de-
fined as expected, λ being the only binding constructor. All terms
are considered up to α-conversion. Given V1, . . . , Vn ∈ !Λv and
pairwise distinct variables x1, . . . , xn, T{V1/x1, . . . , Vn/xn} de-
notes the term obtained by the capture-avoiding simultaneous
substitution of Vi for each free occurrence of xi in the term T
(for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n): so, (derT ){V/x} = der(T{V/x}) and
T !{V/x} = T{V/x}!. Note that values are closed under substitu-
tion: V {V1/x1, . . . , Vn/xn} ∈ !Λv for any V, V1, . . . , Vn ∈ !Λv.

Contexts C and weak contexts W (both with exactly one hole L·M)
are defined inductively via the following grammar:

C ::= L·M | λx C | CM |MC | der C | C!

W ::= L·M | λx W | WM |MW | der W .

Clearly, every weak context is a context but the converse does
not hold. We use CLT M for the term obtained by the capture-allowing
substitution of the term T for the hole L·M in the context C.

Consider the binary relations (root-steps) on !Λ defined by (for
any T ∈ !Λ and V ∈ !Λv):

〈λxT 〉V 7→v T{V/x} der(T !) 7→! T 7→b := 7→v ∪ 7→! .

A term of the form 〈λxT 〉S (resp. λxT ) is called β-like redex
(resp. abstraction). The root-step 7→v says that a β-like redex can be
fired only when the argument is a value: variables and boxes are the
only erasable or duplicable terms. The root-step 7→! opens a box,
i.e. accesses to its content, destroying its status of availability at will
(but its content, in turn, might be a box).

Let r ∈ {v, !, b}. The r-reduction→r (resp. weak r-reduction
or rw-reduction →rw ) is the closure under contexts (resp. weak
contexts) of the binary relation 7→r on !Λ, i.e.

T→rS ⇔ ∃ C,∃R,Q∈ !Λ : T =CLRM, S=CLQM, R 7→rQ

T→rw S ⇔ ∃ W,∃R,Q∈ !Λ : T =WLRM, S=WLQM, R 7→rQ
(1)

We set→r¬w :=→r r→rw . The r-equivalence 'r is the reflexive-
transitive and symmetric closure of the r-reduction→r.

Clearly,→rw (→r: the only difference between→r and→rw

is that the latter does not reduce under ! (but both reduce under λ).
Values and abstractions, respectively, are closed under b-reduction:
V →b T implies T ∈ !Λv, for every V ∈ !Λv; λxS →b T implies
T = λxR with S →b R.
Example 1. Let ∆ := λx 〈derx〉x and ∆′ := λx 〈derx〉(derx)!.
Then, 〈∆〉∆! →vw 〈der(∆!)〉∆! →!w 〈∆〉∆! →vw . . . and 〈∆′〉∆′!
→vw 〈der(∆′!)〉(der(∆′!))! →+

! 〈∆
′〉∆′! →vw . . . . Note that

(〈∆〉∆!)! is bw-normal but not b-normalizable.
Clearly,→b and→bw are not deterministic reductions. We aim

to prove strong confluence of→bw and confluence of→b.

Lemma 1 (Basic properties of reductions). Proof p. 13

1. →vw is strongly confluent: vw←·→vw ⊆ (→vw· vw←)∪ =.
2. →!w and →! are strongly normalizing and strongly confluent

(separately).
3. →!w and→vw strongly commute: !w←·→vw ⊆→vw· !w←.
→! and→v commute: ∗!←·→∗v ⊆→∗v · ∗!←.

4. →v is confluent.
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The proof of Lemma 1.4 is a standard adaptation of Tait–Martin-
Löf technique using parallel reductions (see [44]).

Proposition 1 (Confluence). →bw is strongly confluent and→b is
confluent.

Proof. Since→!w and→vw are strongly confluent (Lemmas 1.1-2)
and strongly commute (Lemma 1.3), then it follows immediately
that→!w ∪ →vw is strongly confluent, where by definition→bw =
→!w ∪ →vw .

Since →! and →v are confluent (Lemmas 1.2 and 1.4) and
commute (Lemma 1.3), →! ∪ →v is confluent according to
Hindley-Rosen Lemma [7, Lemma 3.3.5], where by definition
→b =→!∪ →v.

The bang (resp. weak bang) calculus is the set !Λ endowed with
the reduction→b (resp.→bw ). Prop. 1 ensures that in the bang and
weak bang calculi every term has at most one normal form.

2.1 Embedding CBN and CBV λ-calculi in the bang calculus
One of the interests of the bang calculus is that it is a general
framework subsuming both call-by-name (CBN i.e. ordinary, [7])
and Plotkin’s call-by-value (CBV, [40]) λ-calculi. Consider the
translations (·)cbn and (·)cbv of ordinary λ-terms into !Λ defined as
follows:

xcbn := derx xcbv := x

(λxT )cbn := λxT cbn (λxT )cbv := (λxT cbv)!

(TS)cbn := 〈T cbn〉Scbn! (TS)cbv := 〈der(T cbv)〉Scbv .

For instance, setting Ω := (λxxx)λxxx (the typical diverg-
ing λ-term for CBN and CBV λ-calculi), Ωcbn = 〈∆′〉∆′! and
Ωcbv = 〈der(∆!)〉∆! (∆ and ∆′ are defined in Ex. 1).

Note that the translation (·)cbn puts the argument of any appli-
cation into a box: in CBN λ-calculus every λ-term is duplicable
or discardable. On the other hand, abstractions are translated by
(·)cbv into abstractions inside boxes, since they are the only λ-terms,
besides variables, duplicable or discardable in CBV λ-calculus.

Clearly, fv(T cbn) = fv(T ) = fv(T cbv) for any λ-term T . We
denote by hoc(T ) the leftmost variable occurrence (it always exists)
in T , where T is a λ-term or a term in !Λ.
Remark 1. Given a λ-term T and a variable x, there is a natural
one-to-one correspondence between the occurrences of x in T
and the occurrences of x in T cbn or T cbv. In particular, hoc(T )
corresponds to hoc(T cbn) and hoc(T cbv), and conversely. Moreover,
the translations (·)cbn and (·)cbv preserve the kind of variable
occurrence: if a variable occurrence of x is free (resp. bound)
in T then the corresponding occurrence in T cbn and T cbv is free
(resp. bound), and conversely.

Lemma 2 (Substitution). Let T, S be λ-terms and x be a variable.Proof p. 14

1. If x has n ∈ N free occurrences in T , then T cbn{Scbn!/x}
→n

! (T{S/x})cbn. More precisely: if hoc(T ) is a free occur-
rence of x in T , then T cbn{Scbn!/x} →!w→n−1

!¬w
(T{S/x})cbn;

otherwise, T cbn{Scbn!/x} →n
!¬w (T{S/x})cbn.

2. If S is a variable or an abstraction, then T cbv{Scbv/x} =
(T{S/x})cbv.
We denote by →β and →βh the ordinary (i.e. call-by-name)

β-reduction and head β-reduction, respectively. We denote by→βv

and→βh
v

the (call-by-value) βv-reduction and head βv-reduction,
respectively (informally, the latter reduces the leftmost-outermost
βv-redex not under the scope of a λ, see [40, p. 136]).

Proposition 2 (Simulations). Let T and S be λ-terms.

1. If T →β S then T cbn →v→∗! Scbn.
2. If T →βh S then T cbn →vw→=

!w→
∗
!¬w S

cbn.
3. If T →βv S then T cbv →!→v S

cbv.
4. If T →βh

v
S then T cbv →!w→vw S

cbv.

Proof. Both proof are by induction on the λ-term T .

1. According to the definition of T →β S, there are the following
cases:
• Root, i.e. T := (λxR)Q→β R{Q/x} =: S: then, T cbn =

〈λxRcbn〉Qcbn! →vw Rcbn{Qcbn!/x} →=
!w→

∗
!¬w Scbn by

Lemma 2.1 (recall that→vw ⊆→v and→!w ,→!¬w ⊆→!).
• Abstraction, i.e. T := λxR →β λxR

′ =: S with R →β

R′: by induction hypothesis, Rcbn →v→∗! R′
cbn, so T cbn =

λxRcbn →v→∗! λxR′
cbn

= Scbn.
• Application Left, i.e. T := RQ →β R′Q =: S with
R →β R′: by induction hypothesis, Rcbn →v→∗! R′

cbn,
so T cbn = 〈Rcbn〉Qcbn!→v→∗! 〈R′

cbn〉Qcbn! = Scbn.
• Application Right, i.e. T := QR →β QR′ =: S with
R →β R

′: by induction hypothesis, Rcbn→v→∗! R′
cbn, so

T cbn = 〈Qcbn〉Rcbn! →v→∗! 〈Qcbn〉R′cbn
!
= Scbn.

2. Analogously to the proof of Prop. 2.1, with the difference that
the βh-reduction does not give rise to the case Application Right.

3. According to the definition of T →βv S, there are the following
cases:
• Root, i.e. T := (λxR)Q →βv R{Q/x} =: S where
Q is a variable or an abstraction: then Qcbv ∈ !Λv,
whence by Lemma 2.2 T cbv = 〈der((λxRcbv)!)〉Qcbv

→!w 〈(λxRcbv)〉Qcbv →vw Rcbv{Qcbv/x} = Scbv (recall
that→vw ⊆→v and→!w ⊆→!).
• Abstraction, i.e. T := λxR →βv λxR′ =: S with
R →βv R′: by induction hypothesis Rcbv →!→v R′

cbv,
so T cbv = (λxRcbv)! →!→v (λxR′

cbv
)! = Scbv.

• Application Left, i.e. T := RQ →βv R′Q =: S with
R→βv R

′: by induction hypothesisRcbv→!→vR
′cbv, there-

fore one has T cbv = 〈der(Rcbv)〉Qcbv →!→v 〈der(R′
cbv

)〉Qcbv =
Scbv.
• Application Right, i.e. T := QR →βv QR′ =: S

with R →βv R′: by induction hypothesis, Rcbv →!

→v R′
cbv, therefore T cbv = 〈der(Qcbv)〉Rcbv →!→v

〈der(Qcbv)〉R′cbv = Scbv.
4. Analogously to the proof of Prop. 2.3, with the difference that

the βhv -reduction does not give rise to the case Abstraction.

So, not only the bang calculus can simulate β- and βv-reductions,
but the simulation is “modular”. Indeed, according to Prop. 2.4, the
head βv-reduction can be simulated in the bang calculus by weak b-
steps only. Prop. 2.2 says that to embed a head β-reduction sequence
(with several βh-steps) in the bang calculus, some non-weak !-steps
are needed, however it can be shown that such non-weak !-steps can
always be postponed in terms b-equivalent to the image via (·)cbn of
some λ-term: the “core” of this simulation is given by weak b-steps.

The syntax of bang calculus can also be reformulated allowing
the use of explicit substitutions as in [3–5] and both the CBN and
CBV versions of these calculi (and their linear variants) can be
simulated in the bang calculus. Also the call-by-need λ-calculus
(see [6, 27, 34]) can be simulated in the bang calculus.

2.2 Digression: bang calculus and linear logics proof-nets
Bang calculus is deeply related to linear logic (LL) proof-nets [23].
Here we just sketch this relationship, the precise analysis will be
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given in a future work: it is not needed to understand the sequel of
this paper, except for the key-notion of clash (Def. 1).

Consider the Girard’s translations (·)CBN of untyped call-by-
name [12, 28, 41] and (·)CBV of untyped call-by-value [2] λ-calculi
into LL proof-nets based on, respectively, the recursive types identity
o = !o ( o and o = !(o ( o) (or, equivalently, o = !o ( !o):
they differ essentially in handling boxes and derelictions. Since the
bang calculus has explicit constructors for boxes and derelictions, it
is natural to define a translation (·)◦ of untyped bang calculus into
untyped LL proof-nets that decomposes (·)CBN and (·)CBV in such
a way that the following diagrams commute (where Λ is the set of
λ-terms, LL is the set of untyped proof-nets, (·)cbn and (·)cbv are
defined in §2.1):

Λ
(·)CBN

//

(·)cbn &&

LL

!Λ
(·)◦

88 Λ
(·)CBV

//

(·)cbv &&

LL

!Λ
(·)◦

88

So, the bang calculus allows to internalize the two Girard’s
translations in a λ-like calculus instead of LL proof-nets.

Moreover, b-reduction steps correspond via (·)◦ to cut-elimination
steps, and weak b-reduction steps to cut-elimination steps at depth
0; !-reduction steps correspond via (·)◦ to dereliction/box cut-
elimination steps, and v-reduction steps to multiplicative and struc-
tural cut-elimination steps.

Actually, proof-nets that are targets of (·)CBN and (·)CBV can be
typed using the recursive types identity (where & has to be intended
as a sort of cartesian product, from a categorical viewpoint):

o = (!o( o) & !o . (2)

It is interesting to consider terms of the bang calculus whose
translation (·)◦ into LL proof-nets is typable according to Eq. (2):
this leads naturally to the notion of clash.

Definition 1 (Clash). A clash is a term of !Λ having one of the
following forms:

〈V 〉T der(λxT ) 〈T 〉λxS .
Let T ∈ !Λ: T is clash-free iff it contains no clash; T is clash-free

at depth 0 iff each clash occurring in T is under the scope of a !.

E.g., 〈λz x〉(〈x〉y)! is clash-free at depth 0 but not clash-free.
It can be shown that T ∈ !Λ is clash-free (resp. clash-free at

depth 0) when T ◦ is typable (resp. typable at depth 0) according to
Eq. (2); in particular, all terms that are the (·)cbn or (·)cbv translation
of a (untyped) λ-term are typable according to Eq. (2) and hence
clash-free. A semantic counterpart of this fact will be detailed in §5,
in particular we will show that all terms b-reducing to terms that are
not clash-free at depth 0 have an empty semantics in the relational
model: in a way, b-normal forms containing clashes at depth 0 can
be seen as “meaningless” terms.

Observe that b- and bw-reductions might create new clashes,
even at depth 0: the term T := 〈λx 〈derx〉y〉z! (with x 6= y) is
clash-free but T →bw 〈der(z!)〉y →bw 〈z〉y where 〈z〉y is not
clash-free (at depth 0).

Clashes are defined in a purely syntactic way so that this notion
makes sense also if one ignores the translation (·)◦ of bang calculus
into LL proof-nets. Intuitively, the bang calculus is based on a clear
distinction between values (the only terms that can be duplicated,
discarded and accessed through dereliction) and abstractions (the
only terms representing functions): these two sets of terms are
disjoint and closed under b-reduction. In a way, clashes “violate”
this distinction: they apply a value (which is not a function) to
something else, or try to access to an abstraction (which is not a
value) through a dereliction, or apply a function to an abstraction
(which is not a value). It is a natural (and still open) question to
find a type system characterizing all and only the terms that do

not reduce to a term containing a clash or a clash at depth 0. This
amounts to better understanding the logical meaning of the “&” in
Eq. (2).

2.3 Extending the bang calculus: σ-reduction
The reduction →v fires a β-like redex 〈λxT 〉S only when the
argument S is a value, i.e. a term of a special form. Such a
kind of reduction gives rise to the problem of “premature” nor-
mal forms, an issue impacting on termination and hence the
notion of observational equivalence. Consider the following
terms (∆ is defined in Ex. 1, and Ax := 〈derx〉x):

T := 〈〈λx∆〉Ax〉∆! S := 〈∆〉
(
〈λx∆!〉Ax

)
P := der

(
〈λx (〈∆〉∆!)!〉Ax

) (3)

They are clash-free and either b-normal (T and S) or bw-normal
(P ), but one would expect that they diverge for the bw-reduction.
Indeed, from a semantic point of view, the interpretations of T , S
and P are empty in the relational model, as well as the interpretation
of the bw-diverging term 〈∆〉∆!, see §3. From a syntactic point of
view, in T , S and P the argument of λx is Ax which is not (and
cannot reduce to) a value; but in T and S there is an “hidden” v-
redex whose function is ∆ and argument is ∆! (a value); while in P
there is an “hidden” !-redex between der and (〈∆〉∆!)!. In a way,
the hyper-sequential structure of terms may conceal some v- and
!-redexes, which become explicit in a more parallel syntax such as
LL proof-nets via the translation (·)◦ sketched in §2.2. A similar
phenomenon appears in CBV λ-calculus [5, 10, 25, 39, 43], but not
in CBN λ-calculus where there is no restriction on firing β-redexes.

Premature b-/bw-normal forms can conceal not only b-/bw-
redexes (and hence divergence) but also clashes (Def. 1). Consider
the following terms, with x, y, z pairwise distinct variables and
Ay := 〈der y〉y:

R := der(〈λy λx z〉Ay) Q := 〈Ax〉(〈λy λx z〉Ay) (4)

R and Q are b-normal and clash-free, but actually they contain
an “hidden” clash at depth 0 of the form der(λxT ) and 〈T 〉λxS
respectively, since it is reasonable to consider their b-normal subterm
〈λy λx z〉Ay as a sort of abstraction: λx z is concealed by the
dummy application of λy to Ay . Indeed, from a semantic viewpoint,
the interpretations of R and Q are empty in the relational model as
well as the semantics of der(λx z) and 〈Ax〉λx z (see §3.3).

Premature bw-normal forms as T, S,R,Q, P in Eq. (3)-(4)
stand in the way of adequacy for any semantics of the bang
calculus. To avoid this problem, σ-reduction is introduced: it shuffles
constructors so as to unveil hidden v- and !-redexes and hidden
clashes.

Consider the binary relations (root-steps) on !Λ defined by (for
any T, S,R ∈ !Λ):

〈〈λxT 〉R〉S 7→σ1 〈λx〈T 〉S〉R x /∈ fv(S)

〈λy λxT 〉S 7→σ2 λx〈λy T 〉S x /∈ fv(S) ∪ {y}
〈T 〉(〈λxS〉R) 7→σ3 〈λx〈T 〉S〉R x /∈ fv(T )

der(〈λxT 〉S) 7→σ4 〈λxderT 〉S
7→σ := 7→σ1 ∪ 7→σ2 ∪ 7→σ3 ∪ 7→σ4 7→bσ := 7→b ∪ 7→σ

The above conditions about free variables can always be fulfilled by
α-conversion. For any r ∈ {σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4, σ, bσ}, the r-reduction
→r (resp. weak r-reduction or rw-reduction →rw ) is the closure
of 7→r under contexts (resp. weak contexts), see Eq. (1); the r-
equivalence 'r is the reflexive-transitive and symmetric closure
of the r-reduction →r. Observe that values and abstractions are
closed under rw- and r-reductions.

The extended (resp. extended weak) bang calculus is the set !Λ
endowed with the reduction→bσ (resp.→bσw ).
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Example 2. Let T , S, R, Q,P be as in Eq. (3)-(4).

T →σ1w
B σ3w

←S P →σ4w
〈λxder((〈∆〉∆!)!)〉Ax →! B

where B := 〈λx 〈∆〉∆!〉Ax is neither b-/bw- nor bσ-/bσw-
normalizable. Besides, R →σ2w

der(λx〈λy z〉Ay), which is a
(bσ-normal) clash; analogously for Q→σ2w

〈Ax〉λx〈λy z〉Ay .
Ex. 2 shows that the σw-reduction can “unveil” hidden bw-

redexes and hidden clashes at depth 0, transforming clash-free at
depth 0 bw-normal forms into terms which are not bw-normalizable
or not clash-free at depth 0.

Note that→σ1 ∪ →σ2 is known as Regnier’s σ-reduction for
the CBN λ-calculus [28, 41, 42], while →σ1 ∪ →σ3 is already
used in CBV λ-calculus [10, 24, 25]. This means in particular that
not only Plotkin’s CBV λ-calculus [40] but also its extension with
σ-rules [10, 24, 25] can be simulated in the extended bang calculus.
Interestingly, in the λ-calculus, →σ1 ∪ →σ2 is contained in the
(CBN) β-equivalence, while→σ1 ∪ →σ3 are not contained in the
(CBV) βv-equivalence.

Proposition 3. →σ and→σw are strongly normalizing.Proof p. 15

Proof. For any term T , we define two sizes s(T ) and #(T ) by
induction on T ∈ !Λ:

s(x) := 1

s(λxT ) := s(T ) + 1

s(〈T 〉S) := s(T ) + s(S)

s(derT ) := s(T )

s(T !) := s(T )

#(x) := 1

#(λxT ) := #(T ) + s(T )

#(〈T 〉S) := #(T ) + #(S) + 2 s(T ) s(S)− 1

#(derT ) := #(T ) + s(T )

#(T !) := #(T )

Note that s(T ) > 0 and #(T ) > 0 for any T ∈ !Λ. It is easy to
check that if T →σ S (in particular, if T →σw S) then s(T ) = s(S)
and #(T ) > #(S).

Let r ∈ {σ, σw, bσ, bσw}. The reduction →r is not confluent:
for x 6= y, the only r-reduction sequences starting from T :=
〈〈λxλy z〉(〈derx〉x)〉(〈der y〉y) are (recall that→σw ⊆→r)

T →σ1w
〈λx 〈λy z〉(〈der y〉y)〉(〈derx〉x) =: S

T →σ2w
〈λy 〈λx z〉(〈derx〉x)〉(〈der y〉y) =: R

with S and R r-normal but S 6= R. We conjecture that →r is
confluent modulo ∼sh (i.e. ∗r←·∼sh ·→∗r ⊆→∗r ·∼sh ·∗r←), where
∼sh is the least equivalence relation on !Λ closed under contexts such
that 〈λy〈λxT 〉R〉S ∼sh 〈λx〈λy T 〉S〉R for any T, S,R ∈ !Λ with
x /∈ fv(S), y /∈ fv(R) and x 6= y. Observe that ∼sh is contained
in the σ-equivalence 'σ (the reflexive-transitive and symmetric
closure of→σ), since

〈λy〈λxT 〉R〉S σ1←〈〈λyλxT 〉S〉R→σ2 〈λx〈λy T 〉S〉R.
It is worth noting that, for any T, S ∈ !Λ, if T →σ S or T ∼sh S,

then the translations T ◦ and S◦ into LL proof-nets (see §2.2) are
equal up to multiplicative cut-elimination steps.
Remark 2. It is easy to check that clashes at depth 0 are preserved
by bσw-reduction: if T contains a clash at depth 0 and T →bσw S
then S contains a clash at depth 0. Terms R and Q in Eq. (4) show
that clashes at depth 0 are not preserved by bσw-expansion (it is one
of the interests of σw-reduction to unveil “hidden” clashes at depth

0): the fact that S contains a clash at depth 0 and T →bσw S does
not imply that T contains a clash at depth 0, see Ex. 2.

Clashes (not at depth 0) are not preserved by bσw-reduction (or
bσw-expansion): e.g. 〈λx y〉(〈z〉z)! contains a clash (not at depth 0)
but 〈λx y〉(〈z〉z)! →bw y where y is clash-free.

3. Linear-logic based denotational semantics of
bang calculus

The denotational models we are interested in this paper are those
induced by a model of LL, as explained in [19]. We recall the basic
definitions and notations, see [19, 35] for more details. A model of
LL consists of the following data:

A symmetric monoidal closed category, SMCC for short,
(L,⊗, 1, λ, ρ, α, σ). We use X ( Y for the object of linear
morphisms from X to Y , ev ∈ L((X ( Y ) ⊗ X,Y ) for the
evaluation morphism and cur for the linear curryfication map
L(Z ⊗ X,Y ) → L(Z,X ( Y ). For convenience, and because
it is the case in the concrete models we consider, we assume this
SMCC to be a ∗-autonomous category with dualizing object ⊥. We
use X⊥ for the object X ( ⊥ of L (the dual, or linear negation,
of X). This operation ( )⊥ is a functor Lop → L.

The category L is cartesian with terminal object >, product &,
projections pri. By ∗-autonomy L is cocartesian with initial object
0, coproduct ⊕ and injections ini.

We are given a comonad ! : L → L with counit derX ∈
L(!X,X) (dereliction) and comultiplication digX ∈ L(!X, !!X)
(digging) together with a strong symmetric monoidal structure
(Seely isos m0 and m2) for the functor ! , from the symmetric
monoidal category (L,&) to the symmetric monoidal category
(L,⊗) satisfying an additional coherence condition wrt. dig.

We use ? for the “De Morgan dual” of ! , i.e. ?X = (!(X⊥))⊥

and similarly for morphisms. It is a monad on L.

3.1 Specific assumptions
We present now the additional structures and assumptions needed to
interpret the bang calculus.

We need first to assume that the unique morphism in L(0,>) is
an iso. To simplify, let us simply assume that 0 = >. It follows that
for any two objects X and Y we have a morphism t i ∈ L(X,Y )
where t is the unique morphism X → > and i is the unique
morphism 0 → Y . We use 0X,Y for this specific morphism, to
be understood as the undefined.

In order to define the object where our terms will be inter-
preted, we assume that the category L is equipped with a notion
of “embedding-retraction pairs”, following a standard approach.
We use L⊆ for the corresponding category. It is equipped with
a functor F : L⊆ → Lop × L such that F(X) = (X,X) and
for which we use the notation (φ−, φ+) = F(φ) and assume that
φ− φ+ = idX . We assume furthermore that 0 is the initial object
of L⊆ and that L⊆ has all countable directed colimits and that the
functor E = pr2 F : L⊆ → L is continuous. We also assume that all
the basic operations on objects (⊗, ⊕, ( )⊥ and ! ) are continuous
functors4 from L⊆ to itself and that the following equations hold:
if φi ∈ L⊆(Xi, Yi) for i = 1, 2 then (φ1 ⊗ φ2)− = φ−1 ⊗ φ

−
2 ,

(φ1 ⊕ φ2)− = φ−1 ⊕ φ
−
2 , (φ1 ⊗ φ2)+ = φ+

1 ⊗ φ
+
2 , (φ1 ⊕ φ2)+ =

φ+
1 ⊕ φ

+
2 , and if φ ∈ L⊆(X,Y ) we assume that (φ⊥)− = (φ+)⊥ ,

(φ⊥)+ = (φ−)⊥ and (!φ)− = !(φ−), (!φ)+ = !(φ+).
Remark 3. Many models of LL satisfy these additional assumptions
(most of them do actually): relational model, Scott model, (hyper-

4 Notice that ( )⊥ is a covariant endofunctor on L⊆: if φ ∈ L⊆(X,Y )

then φ⊥ ∈ L⊆(X⊥ , Y ⊥ ).
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)coherence space model, all models based on Indexed LL [9],
probabilistic coherence space model [13].

3.2 Denotational semantics of bang calculus
In particular, we can consider the operation Φ : L⊆ → L⊆
defined on objects by Φ(X) = !X & (!X ( X) and similarly
on morphisms. As a composition of continuous functors, Φ is a
continuous functor and therefore the family (Φn(0))n∈N is directed
in L⊆ and its colimit U satisfies U ' Φ(U); we assume that this
isomorphism is an equality of objects (this will be the case in the
relational model), therefore U = !U & (!U ( U).

Given a term T and a repetition-free list of variables ~x =
(x1, . . . , xn) which contains all the free variables of T , we can
define a morphism JT K~x ∈ L((!U)⊗n,U), the denotational seman-
tics of T . The definition is by induction on T ∈ !Λ.

If T is a variable then T = xi for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n, assume
that i = n to simplify notations. Let w ∈ L((!U)⊗(n−1), 1)
be the weakening morphism (indeed, (!U)⊗n is a !-coalgebra,
see [19]), then we have w ⊗ id!U ∈ L((!U)⊗n, !U) (keeping
implicit the monoidality isos 1 ⊗ !U ' !U) and 0(!U)⊗n,!U(U ∈
L((!U)⊗n, !U ( U). So, we set

JxnK~x = 〈w ⊗ id!U , 0(!U)⊗n,!U(U 〉

∈ L((!U)⊗n, !U & (!U ( U)) = L((!U)⊗n,U) .

If T = λy S (we can assume y 6= xi for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n) then by
inductive hypothesis we have JSK~x,y ∈ L((!U)⊗n⊗ !U ,U) whence
cur (JSK~x,y) ∈ L((!U)⊗n, !U ( U), so we set

Jλy SK~x = 〈0(!U)⊗n,!U , cur (JSK~x,y)〉

∈ L((!U)⊗n, !U & (!U ( U)) = L((!U)⊗n,U) .

If T = 〈S〉R, by inductive hypothesis we have JSK~x, JRK~x ∈
L((!U)⊗n,U) and, since U = !U & (!U ( U), pr1JRK~x ∈
L((!U)⊗n, !U) and pr2 JSK~x ∈ L((!U)⊗n, !U ( U). Let c ∈
L((!U)⊗n, (!U)⊗n ⊗ (!U)⊗n) be the contraction morphism, we set
J〈S〉RK~x = ev (pr2 JSK~x ⊗ pr1 JRK~x) c ∈ L((!U)⊗n,U) .

If T = S!, by inductive hypothesis JSK~x ∈ L((!U)⊗n,U), so
(JSK~x)! = !(JSK~x) h ∈ L((!U)⊗n, !U) where h ∈ L((!U)⊗n, !((!U)⊗n))
is the coalgebra structure map of (!U)⊗n. Then we have 0(!U)⊗n,!U(U ∈
L((!U)⊗n, !U ( U) and we set

JS!K~x = 〈(JSK~x)!, 0(!U)⊗n,!U(U 〉

∈ L((!U)⊗n, !U & (!U ( U)) = L((!U)⊗n,U) .

Last if T = derS, by inductive hypothesis we have JSK~x ∈
L((!U)⊗n,U) hence pr1 JSK~x ∈ L((!U)⊗n, !U) and we set
JderSK~x = der pr1 JSK~x ∈ L((!U)⊗n,U).

Theorem 1 (Invariance). Let T, S ∈ !Λ and ~x be a repetition-free
list of variables which contains all free variables of T and S. If
T →bσ S then JT K~x = JSK~x.

Proof (Sketch). The proof that T →σ S implies JT K~x = JSK~x
relies on the commutative diagrams holding since the category L
is a model of LL. The proof that T →b S implies JT K~x = JSK~x
is easy and based on the following substitivity property. Let T
be a term, V be a value, ~x be a repetition-free list of variables
containing all the free variables of V , and x be a variable which
does not occur in ~x and such that ~x, x contains all the free variables
of T . Then we know that JT K~x,x ∈ L((!U)⊗n ⊗ !U ,U) (where
n ∈ N is the length of ~x), JV K~x ∈ L((!U)⊗n, !U) and that
JT{V/x}K~x ∈ L((!U)⊗n,U). A simple induction on T shows
that JT{V/x}K~x = JT K~x,x

(
(!U)⊗n ⊗ JV K~x

)
c where c is the

contraction morphism mentioned above. The proof uses crucially
the fact that JV K~x is a coalgebra morphism, see [19].

The general notion of denotational model for the bang calculus
presented here and obtained from any denotational model L of
LL (with the assumptions detailed in §3.1) is a particular case of
Moggi’s semantics of computations based on monads [36, 37], if
one keeps in mind that the functor “!” defines a strong monad on the
Kleisli category L! of L.

3.3 Relational semantics: the model of sets and relations
We focus from now on a particular instance of the categorical
structure presented above. We take for L the category Rel of
sets and relations: the objects of Rel are sets, and the set of
morphisms from the setX to the set Y is Rel(X,Y ) = P(X × Y )
(composition is the usual composition of relations). This category
is a well known model of LL, setting 1 = {∗} (a singleton
set), X ⊗ Y = X × Y (with obvious monoidal isomorphisms),
X ( Y = X × Y , ⊥ = 1 so that X⊥ = X (up to obvious
iso). As to the additive structure, we take > = 0 = ∅ and
X & Y = X ⊕ Y = ({1} × X) ∪ ({2} × Y ); in the special
case where X ∩ Y = ∅, we set X & Y = X ⊕ Y = X ∪ Y (no
ambiguity arises with the previous definition, up to obvious iso).
Then one checks easily that 0X,Y = ∅.
Notation. We use [a1, . . . , an] for the finite multiset made of
a1, . . . , an (with n ∈ N) taking multiplicities into account; so,
[ ] stands for the empty multiset. Given a finite family (ai)i∈I
and a predicate P on I , [ai | P (i)] denotes the finite multiset
made of the ai’s such that P (i) holds, taking multiplicities into
account. We use ] for multiset sum. The set of finite multisets over
a set A is denoted byMf(A).

The exponential is defined by !X = Mf(X) and, given
f ∈ Rel(X,Y ), we set !f = {([a1, . . . , an], [b1, . . . , bn]) |
∀i (ai, bi) ∈ f} and this operation is easily seen to be func-
torial. Its comonad structure is given by the natural transfor-
mations derX = {([a], a) | a ∈ X} ∈ Rel(!X,X) and
digX = {(m1]· · ·]mk, [m1, . . . ,mk]) | m1, . . . ,mk ∈ !X} ∈
Rel(!X, !!X). The Seely isomorphisms have obvious definitions.

The category Rel⊆ is such that Rel⊆(X,Y ) is a singleton
{ηX,Y } if X ⊆ Y and is empty otherwise, so Rel⊆ is a partially
ordered class with least element ∅. Clearly, each connective of LL
defines a continuous functional on this partially ordered class, so the
operation Φ(X) = !X & (!X ( X) has a least fixpoint U (see
§3.2). Concretely, U is defined as U :=

⋃
n∈N Un, where

U0 := ∅ Un+1 :=Mf(Un) ∪ (Mf(Un)× Un)

Clearly, U = Mf(U) ∪ (Mf(U) × U) = !U & (!U ( U)
with Mf(U) ∩ (Mf(U) × U) = ∅. So, given a term T and a
repetition-free list ~x of variables containing all the free variables
of T , one has JT K~x ⊆ (Mf(U))n × U , where n is the length of
~x: via Thm. 1, it is immediate to check if T is bσ-equivalent to a
value (resp. an abstraction), then JT K~x ⊆ (Mf(U))n ×Mf(U)
(resp. JT K~x ⊆ (Mf(U))n × (Mf(U) × U)). Intuitively, the
interpretation of values (resp. abstractions) is included Mf(U)
(resp.Mf(U)× U ).

The semantics of terms in this relational model can be presented
as a non-idempotent type system (Prop. 4): the relational semantics
of a term T turns out to be just the set of conclusions of the type
derivations of T . In this typing system, judgments have the shape
Γ ` T : a where T is a term, a ∈ U and Γ is a context (that
is, a partial function from Var toMf(U) whose domain is finite
and includes fv(T )); if moreover T is a value, then a ∈ Mf(U).
The sum of contexts Γ ]∆ is defined pointwise using the multiset
sum, when Γ and ∆ have the same domain: if x ∈ dom(Γ) =
dom(∆), then (Γ ]∆)(x) = Γ(x) ]∆(x). A context Γ such that
dom(Γ) = {x1, . . . , xn} with xi 6= xj and Γ(xi) = mi for any
1 ≤ i 6= j ≤ n is often written as Γ = x1 :m1, . . . , xn :mn. The
typing rules of this system are in Fig. 1.
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ax
Γ0, x :m ` x :m

Γ, x :m ` T :a
λ

Γ ` λxT : (m,a)

Γ ` T : [a]
der

Γ ` derT :a

Γ1 ` T :a1 n∈N. . . Γn ` T :an
!

Γ0 ] · · · ] Γn ` T ! : [a1, . . . , an]

Γ ` T : (m,a) Γ′ ` S :m
@

Γ ] Γ′ ` 〈T 〉S :a

Figure 1. Non-idempotent intersection type system for the bang
calculus, wherem ∈Mf(U) and a ∈ U . In the rules ax and !, Γ0 =
x1 : [ ], . . . , xn : [ ] and moreover, for the rule !, fv(T ) ⊆ dom(Γ0).

The type system in Fig. 1 can be seen as a non-idempotent inter-
section type system. A finite multiset [a1, . . . , an] can naturally be
seen as a type a1 ∧ · · · ∧ an, where the connective ∧ is associative
and commutative but not idempotent (a ∧ a 6= a), and has [ ] as its
neutral element. Intuitively, a typed term T : [a, a, b] means that T
can be used exactly twice as data of type a and exactly once as data
of type b (see the rule ! in Fig. 1, introducing the only non-linear
construct of the bang calculus). A pair (m,a) can be seen as an
arrow type m→ a or more precisely a linear implication m( a.
The rule @ in Fig. 1 introduces the linear application. For further
investigations about the relationship between relational model and
non-idempotent intersection types, see [38].

Proposition 4 (Relational semantics via type derivations). Let
T ∈ !Λ and ~x = (x1, . . . , xn) be a repetition-free list of variables
which contains all the free variables of T , with n ∈ N. Let ~m =
(m1, . . . ,mn) ∈ (Mf(U))n and a ∈ U . Then, (~m, a) ∈ JT K~x iff
the type judgment x1 :m1, . . . , xn :mn ` T :a is derivable.

Proof. By straightforward induction on T ∈ !Λ.

Using Prop. 4, one checks easily that J〈∆〉∆!K = ∅ = J〈∆′〉∆′!K
(see Ex. 1) and JT Kx = JSKx = JRKy,z = JQKx,y,z = JP Kx = ∅,
where T, S,R,Q, P are defined as in Eq. (3)-(4).

It is worth noting that the type system in Fig. 1 is a generalization
of System R [14] for CBN λ-calculus and the type system used in
[17] for CBV λ-calculus. As a consequence, using Prop. 4, it can
be shown that the relational semantics of the bang calculus contains
the relational semantics of both CBN and CBV λ-calculi. More
precisely, for any λ-term T and any repetition-free list of variables
~x = (x1, . . . , xn) containing all the free variables of T , one has

JT cbnK~x = JT Kcbn~x JT cbvK~x = JT Kcbv~x

where JT Kcbn~x (resp. JT Kcbv~x ) is the interpretation of the λ-term T
in the relational model for CBN (resp. CBV) λ-calculus defined in
[14] (resp. [10, 17]) using {[ ]} as set of atoms.

4. Resource bang calculus and Taylor expansion
We introduce the resource bang calculus, a resource-sensitive
version of the bang calculus whose terms can be used to denote
typing derivations in the typing system described above. The set
!Λres of resource terms is defined by induction as follows (note the
absence of boxes, replaced by bags):

(!Λres) t, s, r ::= x | [t1, . . . , tn] | λx t | 〈t〉s | der t

where [t1, . . . , tn] is a multiset of resource terms (with n ∈ N),
called bag. The set of free variables of a resource term t, de-
noted by fv(t), is defined as expected, λ being the only binding
constructor. All terms are considered up to α-conversion. Given
the bags b1, . . . , bn and the pairwise distinct variables x1, . . . , xn,
t{b1/x1, . . . , bn/xn} denotes the term obtained by the capture-
avoiding simultaneous substitution of bi for each free occurrence of
xi in the term t (for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n). For any resource term t and vari-
able x, the number of free occurrences of x in t is denoted by |t|x.

Notation. Let n,m ∈ N: we set n := {1, . . . , n} (in particular,
0 = ∅), and nm is the (finite) set of functions from m to n.

The set of finite subsets of !Λres is denoted by 2〈!Λres〉 and
t, s, r, . . . range over it. As 2〈!Λres〉 is isomorphic to the free module
generated by !Λres over the boolean semiring {0, 1} with 1 + 1 = 1,
we use algebraic notations for operations on 2〈!Λres〉, e.g. + stands
for set union, 0 stands for ∅, a singleton set is confused with its
element. To avoid ambiguity, ∗ denotes the multiset sum of bags:
e.g., given t, s, r ∈ !Λres, [t, s] + [r] 6= [t, s] ∗ [r] = [t, s, r].

The above syntactic constructs of the resource bang calculus are
extended to 2〈!Λres〉 by (multi-)linearity: e.g., given t :=

∑
i∈I ti

and s :=
∑
j∈J sj (the summands being resource terms), we set

[t, s] :=
∑
i∈I,j∈J [ti, sj ], and λx t :=

∑
i∈I λx ti. Note that ∗

distributes over +: the multiset sum ∗ of bags behaves like a product.
Resource contexts c (with exactly one hole L·M) are defined

inductively via the following grammar:

c ::= L·M | λx c | cM |Mc | der c | [c, t1, . . . , tn] (n ∈ N)

We use cLtM for the resource term obtained by the capture-
allowing substitution of the resource term t for the hole L·M in the
resource context c. We set cLt+ sM := cLtM + cLsM.

Consider the following binary relations (root-steps) from !Λres to
2〈!Λres〉 (for any t, s, r, s1, . . . , sn ∈ !Λres, y ∈ Var and n ∈ N):

〈λx t〉[s1, . . . , sn] 7→v

∑
f∈k n

t′{m1/x1, . . . ,mk/xk}

〈λx t〉y 7→ax t{y/x} der [t1, . . . , tn] 7→[·]

{
t1 if n = 1

0 otherwise

〈〈λx t〉r〉s 7→σ1 〈λx〈t〉s〉r x /∈ fv(s)

〈λy λx t〉s 7→σ2 λx〈λy t〉s x /∈ fv(s) ∪ {y}
〈t〉(〈λx s〉r) 7→σ3 〈λx〈t〉s〉r x /∈ fv(t)

der(〈λx t〉s) 7→σ4 〈λxder t〉s

7→b := 7→v ∪ 7→ax ∪ 7→[·]

7→σ := 7→σ1 ∪ 7→σ2 ∪ 7→σ3 ∪ 7→σ4 7→bσ := 7→b ∪ 7→σ

where, in the definition of 7→v, t′ is the x-linearization of t, i.e. the
resource term obtained from t by replacing the k = |t|x free
occurrences of x in t by the fresh pairwise distinct variables
x1, . . . , xk, and mj := [si | i ∈ n, f(i) = j] for any 1 ≤ j ≤ k.
This means that the step 7→v from !Λres to 2〈!Λres〉 cannot duplicate
nor erase any si in each summand on the right-hand-side of 7→v.

For any r ∈ {v, ax, [·], b, σ1, σ2, σ3, σ4, σ, bσ}, the r-reduction
→r is the closure under contexts of the binary relation 7→r from
!Λres to 2〈!Λres〉, i.e.

t→r s⇔ ∃ c, ∃ r, q∈ !Λ : t=cLrM, s=cLqM, r 7→r q (5)

Example 3. 〈λxderx〉[y, z] →v der [y, z] →[·] 0. Moreover,
〈λx〈derx〉x〉[y, z]→[·] 〈der [y, z]〉[ ]+〈der [ ]〉[y, z]+〈der [z]〉[y]
+ 〈der [y]〉[z] where 〈der [y, z]〉[ ] →[·] 0 [·]← 〈der [ ]〉[y, z] and
〈der [z]〉[y]→[·] 〈z〉[y] and 〈der [y]〉[z]→[·] 〈y〉[z].

Note the different behavior of 〈λx 〈x〉x〉y →ax 〈y〉y and
〈λx 〈x〉x〉[y]→v 〈[y]〉[ ] + 〈[ ]〉[y].

Just as the bang calculus is related to LL, the resource bang
calculus is inspired by differential LL without boxes [21]. It can be
shown that both call-by-name [21, 22] and call-by-value [10, 17]
resource calculi can be embedded in the resource bang calculus.

Lemma 3 (Strong normalization). There is no infinite sequence Proof p. 15
(ti)i∈N of resource terms such that: for any i ∈ N there is s ∈
2〈!Λres〉 with ti+1∈ s and ti →bσ s.

Proof. For any t ∈ !Λres, let ‖t‖ := (|t|der,λ, s(t),#(t)), where
|t|der,λ is the number of occurrences of λ and der in t, and s(t) and
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ax
Γ0, x :m ` x :m

Γ, x :m ` t :a
λ

Γ ` λx t : (m,a)

Γ ` t : [a]
der

Γ ` der t :a

Γ1 ` t :a1 n∈N. . . Γn ` t :an
[·]

Γ0]. . .]Γn ` [t1, . . . , tn] : [a1, . . . , an]

Γ ` t : (m,a) Γ′` s :m
@

Γ ] Γ′ ` 〈t〉s :a

Figure 2. Non-idempotent intersection type system for the resource
bang calculus, where m ∈Mf(U) and a ∈ U . In the rules ax and
[·], Γ0 = x1 : [ ], . . . , xn : [ ]; in the rule [·], fv(t) ⊆ dom(Γ0).

#(t) are defined as follows:

s(x) := 1

s(λx t) := s(t) + 1

s(〈t〉s) := s(t) + s(s)

s(der t) := s(t)

s([t1, . . . , tn]) := s(t1) + · · ·+ s(tn)

#(x) := 1

#(λx t) := #(t) + s(t)

#(〈t〉s) := #(t) + #(s) + 2 s(t) s(s)− 1

#(der t) := #(t) + s(t)

#([t1, . . . , tn]) := #(t1) + · · ·+ #(tn)

It is easy to prove that: if t→b s and t′ ∈ s, then |t|der,λ > |t′|der,λ;
if t →σ s and t′ ∈ s, then |t|der,λ = |t′|der,λ, s(t) = s(t′) and
#(t) > #(t′). Therefore, if t →bσ s and t′ ∈ s, then ‖t‖ > ‖t′‖
according to the lexicographical order on N3.

The non-idempotent type system in Fig. 1 for the bang calculus
has been adapted in Fig. 2 to the resource bang calculus, providing a
denotational model to it. Along the lines of Prop. 4, given a resource
term t and a repetition-free list ~x = (x1, . . . , xn) of variables
containing all the free variables of t, the relational semantics of t is

JtK~x :=
{

((m1, . . . ,mn), a) ∈ (Mf(U))n × U |
x1 :m1, . . . , xn :mn ` t :a is derivable

}
.

Given a repetition-free list ~x of variables containing all free variables
of the resource terms t and s, we set Jt+ sK~x := JtK~x∪JsK~x. So, sets
of resource terms are interpreted as the union of the interpretations
of their elements.

Lemma 4 (Substitution). Let n ∈ N, t, s1, . . . , sn ∈ !Λres andProof p. 15
a, b1, . . . , bn ∈ U . Let x ∈ Var with |t|x = k and |si|x = 0 for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n. If Γ0, x : [b1, . . . , bn] ` t :a is derivable and, for all 1 ≤
i ≤ n, Γi ` si : bi is derivable with dom(Γ0) = · · · = dom(Γn),
then for any x-linearization t′ of t there is f ∈ k n such that

Γ0 ] · · · ] Γn ` t′{m1/x1, . . . ,mk/xk} :a

is derivable, with mj := [si | i∈n, f(i) = j] for any 1 ≤ j ≤ k.

Lemma 5 (Subject reduction). Let t, s ∈ !Λres and ~x be a repetition-
free list of variables which contains all free variables of t and s. If
t→bσ s then JtK~x ⊆ JsK~x.

Proof (Sketch). First, observe that→bσ =→b ∪ →σ .
The proof that t→b s implies JtK~x ⊆ JsK~x (by induction on the

definition of t→b s) follows easily from Lemma 4 (for the root-step
7→v) and from the induction hypothesis (for the other cases); it is
trivial for the root-step of 7→ax.

The proof that t →σ s implies JtK~x ⊆ JsK~x is left to the
reader: for any ((m1, . . . ,mn), a) ∈ JtK~x, it consists only of a local

rearrangement of some pieces of the derivation of x1 :m1, . . . , xn :
mn ` t :a.

Actually, it can be shown (but this out of our scope) that if
t→bσ s then JtK~x = JsK~x, and this is true not only for the relational
semantics but also for any model of the bang calculus coming from
a model of differential LL [18].

Taylor expansion Taylor expansion is a notion relating bang
calculus and resource bang calculus both semantically (via relational
model) and operationally (via reduction). Formally, the Taylor
expansion T (S) of a term S is defined by induction on S ∈ !Λ
as follows:

T (x) := {x}
T (derS) := {der s | s ∈ T (S)}
T (λxS) := {λx s | s ∈ T (S)}
T (〈S〉R) := {〈s〉r | s ∈ T (S), r ∈ T (R)}
T (S!) := {[s1, . . . , sn] | n ∈ N, s1, . . . , sn ∈ T (S)}

Our definition of Taylor expansion is a generalization of analo-
gous deeply studied notions for CBN [20, 22, 33] and CBV [10, 17]
λ-calculi. In particular, if for any λ-term S we denote by T cbn(S)
and T cbv(S) the CBN and CBV Taylor expansions of S, respec-
tively, then it is easy to show by straightforward induction on S that
T cbn(S) = T (Scbn) and T cbv(S) = T (Scbv).

Observe that, for any S ∈ !Λ, T (S) is infinite iff S has a subterm
of shape T !. Besides, if s ∈ T (S) then fv(s) ⊆ fv(S): thus, a
repetition-free list of variables containing all the free variables of S
contains also all the free variables of s.

Lemma 6 (Simulating reduction via Taylor expansion). For all Proof p. 16
T, S ∈ !Λ and t ∈ !Λres, if T →bσw S and t ∈ T (T ), then
t→bσ s ⊆ T (S) for some s ∈ 2〈!Λres〉.

One has to be careful when using Lemma 6 because, using its
notations, nothing prevents s (which is a sum, i.e. a set, of resource
terms) from being 0 i.e. the empty set.

Lemma 6 is false if we replace “T →bσw S” with “T →bσ S”
in the hypothesis, e.g. take T := (〈λy y〉z)! →bσ z! =: S and
t := [ ] ∈ T (T ), then t is bσ-normal.

Lemma 7 (Relational semantics via Taylor expansion). Let S ∈ !Λ Proof p. 16
and ~x = (x1, . . . , xn) be a repetition-free list of variables (with n ∈
N) containing all free variables of S. Then, JSK~x =

⋃
s∈T (S)JsK~x.

Actually, it can be shown that Lemma 7 holds not only for the
relational semantics but also for any model of the bang calculus
coming from a model of differential LL which satisfies a version of
the Taylor formula [17, 18].

5. Adequacy of Rel for the bang calculus
In this section we prove the computational adequacy of the rela-
tional semantics for the extended bang calculus: the interpretation
of a term is non empty in the relational model if and only if all the
bσw-reductions starting from this term terminates without clashes
at depth 0 (Thm. 2). We will show also some consequences of this
theorem, about the relationship between normalization and strong
normalization for the bσw-reduction (Cor. 1), the adequacy of the
relational semantics with respect to the notion of observational
equivalence for the extended bang calculus (Cor. 3), and the sound-
ness of the bσ-equivalence with respect this notion of observational
equivalence (Cor. 4).

Thanks to the notion of Taylor expansion (in particular, Lem-
mas 6-7), we are able to prove the left-to-right part of the computa-
tional adequacy of the relational semantics for the (extended) bang
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calculus (see Thm. 2.1 below) in a purely combinatorial way (along
the lines of [10, 17]), without using a reducibility argument.

Actually, with a little more effort we can strengthen the computa-
tional adequacy result by proving also Thm. 2.2, a sort of converse
of Thm. 2.1. First, we characterize syntactically the bσw-normal
forms that are clash-free at depth 0. We define inductively the sub-
sets !Λ`, !Λn and !Λd (whose elements are denoted by L, N and D,
respectively) of !Λ as follows (for any x ∈ Var and V ∈ !Λv):

(!Λd) D ::= derx | derD | 〈D〉V | 〈D〉D′

(!Λn) N ::= V | D | 〈λxN〉D
(!Λ`) L ::= N | λxL

Note that all terms in !Λd are not closed (they have a free “head
derelicted variable”), moreover they have at least one occurrence of
der and they are neither a value nor a β-like redex nor an abstraction.
Clearly, !Λd ( !Λn and !Λv ( !Λn ( !Λ`, with !Λd ∩ !Λv = ∅.
Lemma 8 (Syntactic characterization of clash-free at depth 0
bσw-normal forms). Let T be a term.

1. T is bσw-normal, clash-free at depth 0 and is neither a value
nor a β-like redex nor an abstraction iff T ∈ !Λd.

2. T is bσw-normal, clash-free at depth 0 and is not an abstraction
iff T ∈ !Λn.

3. T is bσw-normal and clash-free at depth 0 iff T ∈ !Λ`.

Proof. Statement (3) is an immediate consequence of statements
(1)-(2). Let us prove statements (1)-(2).

1. (⇐): By straightforward induction on T ∈ !Λd, recalling that
values are bσw-normal since→bσw does not reduce under !.
(⇒): By induction on T ∈ !Λ. The cases where T is a variable,
an abstraction or a box are impossible by hypothesis, hence T is
a dereliction or an application.
Suppose T := derS: by hypothesis, S is bσw-normal and clash-
free at depth 0; moreover, S is neither a β-like redex (otherwise
T would not be σw-normal) nor an abstraction (otherwise T
would not be clash-free at depth 0) nor a box (otherwise T
would not be bw-normal). If S is a variable, then T ∈ !Λd

by definition of !Λd. Otherwise S is not a value and then, by
induction hypothesis, S ∈ !Λd; thus, T ∈ !Λd by definition of
!Λd.
Suppose T := 〈S〉R: by hypothesis, S and R are bσw-normal
and clash-free at depth 0; moreover, S is neither a value (oth-
erwise T would not be clash-free at depth 0) nor a β-like re-
dex (otherwise T would not be σw-normal) nor an abstraction
(otherwise T would be a β-like redex). Also, R is neither an
abstraction (otherwise T would not be clash-free at depth 0)
nor a β-like redex (otherwise T would not be σw-normal). By
induction hypothesis, S ∈ !Λd. If R is a value, then T ∈ !Λd

by definition of !Λd. Otherwise R is not a value and then, by
induction hypothesis, R ∈ !Λd; therefore, T ∈ !Λd by definition
of !Λd.

2. (⇐): By straightforward induction on T ∈ !Λn, recalling that
values are bσw-normal since→bσw does not reduce under !, and
using Lemma 8.1.
(⇒): By induction on T ∈ !Λ.
The case where T is an abstraction is impossible by hypothesis.
If T is a value (i.e. a box or a variable), then T ∈ !Λn by
definition of !Λn.
Suppose T is a β-like redex, i.e. T := 〈λxS〉R: by hypothesis,
S and R are bσw-normal and clash-free at depth 0; moreover,
R is neither a value (otherwise T would not be bw-normal) nor
an abstraction (otherwise T would not be clash-free at depth 0)
nor a β-like redex (otherwise T would not be σw-normal). Also,
S is not an abstraction (otherwise T would not be σw-normal).

According to Lemma 8.1, R ∈ !Λd. By induction hypothesis,
S ∈ !Λn. Therefore, T ∈ !Λn by definition of !Λn.
Finally, if T is neither a value nor an abstraction nor a β-like
redex, then T ∈ !Λd according to Lemma 8.1, hence T ∈ !Λn

since !Λd ⊆ !Λn.

Terms in !Λv, !Λd, !Λn and !Λ` have a peculiar semantic behavior,
summarized in the following remark and lemma.
Remark 4. Using Prop. 4, in particular the rules ax and (the 0-
ary version of) ! in Fig. 1, it is immediate to check that, given a
value V and a repetition-free list ~x = (x1, . . . , xn) of variables
containing all the free variables of V (with n ∈ N), one has
(([ ], n. . . , [ ]), [ ]) ∈ JV K~x.

For certain values, (([ ], n. . ., [ ]), [ ]) is the only element in their
semantics, e.g. J(〈∆〉∆!)!K = {(( ), [ ])} = J(〈∆′〉∆′!)!K (∆ and ∆′

are defined in Ex. 1).

Lemma 9 (Semantics of clash-free at depth 0 bσw-normal forms).
Let T be a term and ~x = (x1, . . . , xn) be a repetition-free list of Proof p. 16
variables containing all the free variables of T (with n ∈ N).

1. If T ∈ !Λd, then for any a ∈ U there exist m1, . . . ,mn ∈
Mf(U) such that ((m1, . . . ,mn), a) ∈ JT K~x.

2. If T ∈ !Λ` (in particular, if T ∈ !Λn), then there are a ∈ U and
m1, . . . ,mn ∈Mf(U) such that ((m1, . . . ,mn), a) ∈ JT K~x.

In a way, Lemma 9.1 means that every T ∈ !Λd can be seen
as both a value (since ((m1, . . . ,mn),m) ∈ JT K~x for any m ∈
Mf(U)) and a function (since ((m1, . . . ,mn), (m,a)) ∈ JT K~x for
any (m,a) ∈Mf(U)× U ).

In §2.3 we have shown that the reduction→bσw (unlike→bw )
is not confluent and does not have the property of the unique
normal form: this is the reason why, in the sequel, we talk about the
bσw-normal forms of a given bσw-normalizable term. As already
mentioned in §2.3, we conjecture that→bσw is confluent modulo
the equivalence relation ∼sh on !Λ.

Theorem 2 (Computational adequacy). Let S ∈ !Λ and let ~x be a
repetition-free list of variables containing all free variables of S.

1. If JSK~x 6= ∅, then S is strongly bσw-normalizable (in particular,
S is strongly bw-normalizable) and every term T such that
T 'bσ S (in particular, S and its bw- and bσw-normal forms)
is clash-free at depth 0.

2. If S is bσw-normalizable and one of its bσw-normal forms is
clash-free at depth 0, then JSK~x 6= ∅.

Proof. 1. First, we prove that S is strongly bσw-normalizable. By
hypothesis, there is (~m, a) ∈ JSK~x. According to Lemma 7,
there exists s ∈ T (S) such that (~m, a) ∈ JsK~x. By Lemma 6,
if S →bσw S

′ then s→bσw s
′ for some s′ ⊆ T (S). By subject

reduction (Lemma 5) (~m, a) ∈ Js′K~x, hence s′ 6= 0 and there
exists s1 ∈ s′ such that (~m, a) ∈ Js1K~x. Therefore, if there
was an infinite bσw-reduction sequence S →bσw S1 →bσw

S2 →bσw . . . then there would be an infinite sequence (si)i∈N
of resource terms such that: for any i ∈ N there is s′ ∈ 2〈!Λres〉
such that si →bσ s

′ and si+1 ∈ s′; but this is impossible since
the resource bang calculus is strongly normalizing (Lemma 3).
So, S is strongly bσw-normalizable.
Now we prove that every term T such that T 'bσ S is clash-
free at depth 0. According to the invariance of the relational
semantics (Thm. 1), it is enough to prove that S is clash-free at
depth 0. It is easy to check that clashes are not typable by means
of the rules in Fig. 1, thus all terms typable in this typing system
are clash-free at depth 0. We are done, since S is typable in this
typing system, by Prop. 4.
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2. Let T be a bσw-normal form of S that is clash-free at depth
0 (it exists by hypothesis). Then, JT K~x 6= ∅ according to the
syntactic and semantic characterization of clash-free at depth 0
bσw-normal forms (Lemmas 8.3 and 9.2). By invariance of the
relational semantics (Thm. 1), JSK~x = JT K~x 6= ∅.

Thm. 2.1 does not hold if we replace “clash-free at depth 0” with
“clash-free”: indeed, (〈x〉y)! is clash-free at depth 0 but is not clash-
free, and (([ ], [ ]), [ ]) ∈ J(〈x〉y)!Kx,y (use Prop. 4 and the rule ! in
Fig. 1). Also, Thm. 2 does not hold if we replace “strongly bσw-
normalizable” with “strongly bσ-normalizable”: e.g. (〈∆〉∆!)! is
bσw-normal but it is not bσ-normalizable (see Ex. 1), and (( ), [ ]) ∈
J(〈∆〉∆!)!K (again, use Prop. 4 and the rule ! in Fig. 1).

Thm. 2 has some notable consequences, the first one is that nor-
malization and strong normalization coincide for the bσw-reduction,
in the set of terms that are not bσ-equivalent to any term containing
a clash at depth 0.

Corollary 1 (Normalizability for the bσw-reduction). Let S be a
term such that every term T 'bσ S is clash-free at depth 0: S is
bσw-normalizable iff S is strongly bσw-normalizable.

Proof. ⇐: Trivial.
⇒: Let ~x be a repetition-free list of variables containing all the

free variables of S. If S is not strongly bσw-normalizable then
JSK~x = ∅ according to Thm. 2.1, and hence, by Thm. 2.2, either
S is not bσw-normalizable, or S is bσw-normalizable but one of
its bσw-normal forms is not clash-free at depth 0. The latter case
is impossible by hypothesis.

A first clue that the several bσw-normal forms (if any) of a term
are not so different is given by the following corollary of Thm. 2:

Corollary 2. If S ∈ !Λ has a bσw-normal form that is clash-free at
depth 0, then all bσw-normal forms of S are clash-free at depth 0.

Proof. Let ~x be a repetition-free list of variables containing all the
free variables of S. According to Thm. 2.2, JSK~x 6= ∅ and hence, by
Thm. 2.1, all the bσw-normal forms are clash-free at depth 0.

According to Cor. 2, given a bσw-normalizable term, for its bσw-
normal forms there are only two cases: either all of them are clash-
free at depth 0 (with non-empty semantics), or all of them contain a
clash at depth 0 (i.e. are “meaningless”, with empty semantics).

Another remarkable consequence of Thm. 2 is the adequacy
of the relational semantics with respect to a suitable notion of
observational equivalence in the (extended) bang calculus: if two
terms have the same interpretation in the relational model, then it is
impossible to observationally distinguish between them (Cor. 3).

Definition 2 (Halting, observational preorder and equivalence). Let
T be a term. We say that T halts if T is bσw-normalizable and its
bσw-normal forms are clash-free at depth 0.

The observational preorder (resp. observational equivalence) is
a preorder . (resp. equivalence ∼=) on !Λ defined by: T . S
(resp. T ∼= S) if, for any context C, CLT M halts implies that CLSM
halts (resp. CLT M halts iff CLSM halts).

Morally, two terms are observationally equivalent if one cannot
“observe” any difference between their behaviors.

Corollary 3 (Observational adequacy). Let T, S ∈ !Λ and ~x be a
repetition-free list of variables containing all the free variables of T
and S.

1. If JT K~x ⊆ JSK~x then T . S.
2. If JT K~x = JSK~x then T ∼= S.

Proof. 1. Let C be a context. Let ~y be a repetition-free list of
variables containing all the free variable of CLT M and CLSM. If
CLT M halts, then JCLT MK~y 6= ∅ by Thm. 2.2. Using Prop. 4, it is
easy to check that JT K~x ⊆ JSK~x implies JCLT MK~y ⊆ JCLSMK~y ,
hence JCLSMK~y 6= ∅. By Thm. 2.1, CLSM halts. Therefore, T . S.

2. Immediate consequence of Cor. 3.1.

It is natural to wonder whether the relational model is fully
abstract for the (extended) bang calculus, i.e. whether the converse
of Cor. 3 holds. The issue will be studied in a future work.

A weaker syntactic reformulation of Cor. 3 is the soundness of
the bσ-equivalence with respect to the observational equivalence:
any two bσ-equivalent terms are observationally indistinguishable.

Corollary 4 (Soundness of bσ-equivalence wrt observational equiv-
alence). Let T, S ∈ !Λ. If T 'bσ S then T ∼= S. In particular,
for any two bσw-normal forms R and Q of T (if any), one has
R ∼= T ∼= Q.

Proof. According to the invariance of the relational semantics
(Thm. 1), from T 'bσ S it follows that JT K~x = JSK~x (where
~x is a repetition-free list of variables containing all the free variables
of T and S). Hence, T ∼= S by Cor. 3.2.

The converse of Cor. 4 does not hold. Indeed, consider the terms
〈∆〉∆! (see Ex. 1) and 〈∆3〉∆!

3, where ∆3 := λx 〈〈derx〉x〉x:
〈∆〉∆! ∼= 〈∆3〉∆!

3 (by Cor. 3.2, as J〈∆〉∆!K = ∅ = J〈∆3〉∆!
3K)

but it can be shown that 〈∆〉∆! 6'bσ 〈∆3〉∆!
3.
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var
x⇒v x

T ⇒v S
λ

λxT ⇒v λxS

T ⇒v S
der

derT ⇒v derS

T ⇒v S
!

T ! ⇒v S
!

T ⇒v S R⇒v Q
@

〈T 〉R⇒v 〈S〉Q
T ⇒v S V ⇒v W

v
〈λxT 〉V ⇒v S{W/x}

Figure 3. Parallel v-reduction.

The enumeration of propositions, theorems, lemmas already
stated in the body of the article is unchanged.

Omitted proofs and remarks of Section 2
We adapt in a standard way the Tait–Martin-Löf technique, more
precisely the variant introduced by Takahashi [44], to prove the
confluence of→v (Lemma 1.4). For this purpose, we introduce the
parallel v-reduction, denoted by⇒v, a binary relation on !Λ defined
by the rules in Fig. 3.
Remark 5. It is immediate to check that ⇒v is reflexive and
→v⊆⇒v⊆→∗v , hence⇒∗v =→∗v .

Lemma 10 (Substitution Lemma for parallel v-reduction). Let
T, S ∈ !Λ, V,W ∈ !Λv and x ∈ Var. If T ⇒v S and V ⇒v W ,
then T{V/x} ⇒v S{W/x}.

Proof. By induction on the derivation of T ⇒v S.

For any term T , the term T ∗ is obtained by contracting all the
v-redexes in T simultaneously. Formally, T ∗ is defined by induction
on T ∈ !Λ as follows:

x∗ := x (λxT )∗ := λxT ∗

(derT )∗ := derT ∗ (〈T 〉S)∗ := 〈T ∗〉S∗ if T 6= λxR or S /∈ !Λv

(T !)∗ := (T ∗)! (〈λxT 〉V )∗ := T ∗{V ∗/x}
Lemma 11 (Development). Let T, S ∈ !Λ. If T ⇒v S, then
S ⇒v T

∗.

Proof. By induction on the derivation of T ⇒v S. Let us consider
its last rule r.

If r = var, then T = x = S and T ∗ = x, therefore S ⇒v T
∗.

If r = !, then T = R! and S = Q! with R⇒v Q. By induction
hypothesis, Q⇒v R

∗ and hence S = Q! ⇒v (R∗)! = T ∗.
The case where r = λ or r = der is analogous to the case where

r = !.
If r = v, then T = 〈λxR〉V and S = Q{W/x} with

R ⇒v Q and V ⇒v W . By induction hypothesis, Q ⇒v R
∗

and W ⇒v V
∗, hence S = Q{W/x} ⇒v R

∗{V ∗/x} = T ∗,
according to Lemma 10.

Finally, if r = @, then there are two subcases:

• either T = 〈R〉Q and S = 〈R′〉Q′ with R ⇒v R
′, Q ⇒v Q

′,
andR 6= λxP orQ /∈ !Λv; by induction hypothesis,R′ ⇒v R

∗

and Q′ ⇒v Q
∗, therefore S = 〈R′〉Q′ ⇒v 〈R∗〉Q∗ = T ∗;

• or T = 〈λxR〉V and S = 〈λxQ〉W with R ⇒v Q and
V ⇒v W ; by induction hypothesis, Q⇒v R

∗ and W ⇒v V
∗,

hence S = 〈λxQ〉W ⇒v R
∗{V ∗/x} = T ∗.

Lemma 12 (Substitution Lemma for reductions). Let T, S,R ∈ !Λ,
V ∈ !Λv and x ∈ Var.

1. For any r ∈ {v, !, b, vw, !w, bw}, if T →r S then T{V/x}
→r S{V/x}.

2. For any r ∈ {v, !, b}, if S →r R then T{S!/x} →∗r T{R!/x}.

Proof. 1. By induction on T ∈ !Λ.
Let us consider the cases where r ∈ {vw, !w, bw}. T cannot be a
value because variables and boxes are r-normal. Therefore, there
are only the following cases:

• Root-step for T →r S. Since r ∈ {v, !, b} and 7→b = 7→!

∪ 7→v, there are two subcases:
T := der(S!) 7→! S, so T{V/x} = der(S{V/x}!)
→! S{V/x}.
T := 〈λy R〉W 7→v R{W/y} =: S and we can
suppose without loss of generality that y /∈ fv(V ) ∪
{x}. Notice that W{V/x} ∈ !Λv, thus T{V/x} =
〈λy R{V/x}〉W{V/x} →v R{V/x}{W{V/x}/y} =
R{W/y}{V/x} = S{V/x}.

• T := derR →r derQ =: S with R →r Q: by induction
hypothesis, R{V/x} →r Q{V/x} and hence T{V/x} =
der(R{V/x})→r der(Q{V/x}) = S{V/x}.
• T := λy R →r λy Q =: S with R →r Q: we can

suppose without loss of generality that y /∈ fv(V ) ∪ {x}.
By induction hypothesis, R{V/x} →r Q{V/x} and hence
T{V/x} = λy R{V/x} →r λy Q{V/x} = S{V/x}.
• T := 〈Q〉R →r 〈Q〉P =: S with R →r P . By induction

hypothesis, R{V/x} →r P{V/x} and so T{V/x} =
〈Q{V/x}〉R{V/x} →r 〈Q{V/x}〉P{V/x} = S{V/x}.
• T := 〈Q〉R →r 〈P 〉R =: S with Q →r P . By induction

hypothesis, Q{V/x} →r P{V/x} and so T{V/x} =
〈Q{V/x}〉R{V/x} →r 〈P{V/x}〉R{V/x} = S{V/x}.

Now, let us consider the case where r ∈ {v, !, b}. The poof is
perfectly analogous to the one above, the only novelty is a new
case:
• T := R! →r Q! =: S with R →r Q: by induction

hypothesis, R{V/x} →r Q{V/x} and hence T{V/x} =
(R{V/x})! →r (Q{V/x})! = S{V/x}.

2. By straightforward induction on T ∈ !Λ.

Lemma 13. Let→1,→2 be two binary relations on a set X such
that 1← · →2 ⊆→2 · ∗1← . Then they commute, i.e. ∗1← · →∗2 ⊆
→∗2 · ∗1← .

Proof. For every t, u ∈ X ,→⊆ X2 and n ∈ N, we write t→n u
if there exist v0, . . . , vn ∈ X such that t = v0, u = vn and
vi → vi+1 for all 0 ≤ i < n. We prove the following stronger
statement, in order to apply the right induction hypothesis: if
t→∗1 u1 and t→m

2 u2 then there exists t′ ∈ X such that u2 →∗1 t′
and u1 →m

2 t′. Let t →n
1 u1: the proof is by induction on (m,n)

with the lexicographical order on N2.
If m = 0 or n = 0, we conclude easily.
Let m,n > 0: so, there exist u′1, u′2 ∈ X such that t →1 u

′
1,

t →2 u
′
2, u′1 →n1

1 u1 and u′2 →m1
2 u2. By hypothesis, there is

v ∈ X such that u′1 →2 v and u′2 →∗1 v. By induction hypothesis
applied to u′2, there is v′ ∈ X such that u2 →∗1 v′ and v →m1

2 v′;
thus u′1 →m

2 v′, so there exists s ∈ X such that v′ →∗1 s and
u1 →m

2 s by applying the induction hypothesis to u1, therefore
u2 →∗1 s.

Lemma 1 (Basic properties of reductions). See p. 3

1. →vw is strongly confluent (i.e. vw← · →vw ⊆ (→vw · vw←)∪ =).
2. →!w and→! are strongly normalizing and strongly confluent.
3. →!w and→vw strongly commute (i.e. !w← · →vw ⊆→vw · !w←).
→! and→v commute (i.e. ∗!← · →∗v ⊆→∗v · ∗!←).

4. →v is confluent.

Proof. 1. Let T, T1, T2 ∈ !Λ be such that T1 vw←T →vw T2 and
T1 6= T2: we prove by induction on T ∈ !Λ that there is T ′ ∈ !Λ
such that T1 →vw T

′
vw←T2. Since→vw does not reduce under

!, there are only the following cases:
• Root-step for T →vw T1 and non-Root-step for T →vw T2,

i.e. T := 〈λxS〉V 7→v S{V/x} =: T1 and T →vw
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〈λxR〉V =: T2 with S →vw R. Notice that V is vw-
normal since→vw does not reduce under !, hence T →vw T2

via a non-root-step implies S →vw R by necessity. By
Lemma 12.1, T1 →vw R{V/x} vw←T2.
• der-step for both T →vw T1 and T →vw T2, i.e. T1 :=

derS1 vw ← T →vw derS2 =: T2 with T := derS
and S1 vw ← S →vw S2. By induction hypothesis, there
exists S′ ∈ !Λ such that S1 →vw S′ vw ← S2, whence
T1 →vw derS′ vw←T2.
• λ-step for both T →vw T1 and T →vw T2, i.e. T1 :=
λxS1 vw ← T →vw λxS2 =: T2 with T := λxS and
S1 vw←S →vw S2: analogous to the previous case.
• Application Left for both T →vw T1 and T →vw T2,

i.e. T1 := 〈S1〉R vw← T →vw 〈S2〉R =: T2 with T :=
〈S〉R and S1 vw← S →vw S2. By induction hypothesis,
there exists S′ ∈ !Λ such that S1 →vw S

′
vw←S2, whence

T1 →vw 〈S′〉R vw←T2.
• Application Right for both T →vw T1 and T →vw T2,

i.e. T1 := 〈R〉S1 vw← T →vw 〈R〉S2 =: T2 with T :=
〈R〉S and S1 vw← S →vw S2: analogous to the previous
case.
• Application Left for both T →vw T1 and Application Right
T →vw T2, i.e. T := 〈S〉R and T1 := 〈S′〉R vw← T →vw

〈S〉R′ =: T2 with S →vw S′ and R →vw R′. Then,
T1 →vw 〈S′〉R′ vw←T2.

2. For any T ∈ !Λ, let |T |! be the number of occurrences of ! in
T . It is immediate to check that if T →! S (in particular, if
T →!w S) then |T |! > |S|!. This proves that→!w and→! are
strongly normalizing.
Now we prove that→! is strongly confluent; the proof of strong
confluence of→!w is analogous. Let T, T1, T2 ∈ !Λ be such that
T1 !←T →! T2 and T1 6= T2: we prove by induction on T ∈ !Λ
that there exists T ′ ∈ !Λ such that T1 →! T

′
!←T2. Cases:

• Root-step for T →! T1 and non-Root-step for T →! T2,
i.e. T := der(T !

1) 7→! T1 and T →! der(S!) =: T2 with
T1 →! S. Then, T1 →! S !←T2.
• der-step for both T →! T1 and T →! T2, i.e. T1 :=

derS1 !←T →! derS2 =: T2 with T := derS and S1 !←
S →! S2. By induction hypothesis, there exists S′ ∈ !Λ
such that S1 →! S

′
!←S2, whence T1 →! derS′ !←T2.

• λ-step for both T →! T1 and T →! T2, i.e. T1 := λxS1 !←
T →! λxS2 =: T2 with T := λxS and S1 !← S →! S2:
analogous to the previous case.
• !-step for both T →! T1 and T →! T2, i.e. T1 := S!

1 !←
T →! S

!
2 =: T2 with T := S! and S1 !← S →! S2:

analogous to the previous case.
• Application Left for both T →! T1 and T →! T2, i.e. T1 :=
〈S1〉R !←T →! 〈S2〉R =: T2 with T := 〈S〉R and S1 !←
S →! S2. By induction hypothesis, there exists S′ ∈ !Λ
such that S1 →! S

′
!←S2, whence T1 →! 〈S′〉R !←T2.

• Application Right for both T →! T1 and T →! T2, i.e. T1 :=
〈R〉S1 !← T →! 〈R〉S2 =: T2 with T := 〈R〉S and
S1 !←S →! S2: analogous to the previous case.
• Application Left for both T →! T1 and Application Right
T →! T2, i.e. T := 〈S〉R and T1 := 〈S′〉R !← T →!

〈S〉R′ =: T2 with S →! S
′ and R →! R

′. Then, T1 →!

〈S′〉R′ !←T2.
3. First we show that →vw and →!w strongly commute. Let
T, T1, T2 ∈ !Λ be such that T1 !w ← T →vw T2: we prove
by induction on T ∈ !Λ that there exists T ′ ∈ !Λ such that
T1 →vw T

′
!w←T2. Since→vw and→!w do not reduce under !,

the only interesting case is the following:

• Root-step for T →vw T2 and non-Root-step for T →!w T1,
i.e. T := 〈λxS〉V →!w 〈λxR〉V =: T1 and T 7→vw

S{V/x} =: T2 with S →!w R (recall that V is !w-normal, so
T →!w T1 implies S →!w R by necessity). By Lemma 12.1,
T1 →vw R{V/x} !w←T2.

The other cases are analogous to the ones in the proof of
Lemma 1.1 not involving root-steps.

Now we show that →v and →! commute. According to
Lemma 13, it is sufficient to prove that !← · →v ⊆ →v · ∗!←
. Let T, T1, T2 ∈ !Λ be such that T1 !← T →v T2: we prove
by induction on T ∈ !Λ that there exists T ′ ∈ !Λ such that
T1 →v T

′ ∗
!←T2. The only interesting cases are the following:

• Root-step for T →! T1 and non-Root-step for T →v T2,
i.e. T := der(T !

1) 7→! T1 and T →v der(S!) =: T2 with
T1 →v S. Then, T1 →v S !←T2.
• Root-step for T →v T2 and non-Root-step for T →! T1.

There are two subcases:
T := 〈λxS〉V →! 〈λxR〉V =: T1 and T 7→v

S{V/x} =: T2 with S →! R. Then, T1 →v R{V/x} !←
T2.
T := 〈λxS〉R! →! 〈λxS〉Q! =: T1 and T 7→v

S{R!/x} =: T2 withR→! Q. Then, T1 →v S{Q!/x} ∗!←
T2 according to Lemma 12.2.

The other cases are analogous to the ones in the proof of
Lemma 1.1 not involving root-steps, paying attention that now
the inductive hypothesis is different. The only novelty is a new
case:
• !-step for both T →! T1 and T →v T2, i.e. T := S! and
T1 := S!

1 !← T →v S
!
2 =: T2 with S1 !← S →v S2. By

induction hypothesis, there is S′ ∈ !Λ such that S1 →v

S′ ∗!←S2, hence T1 →v S
′! ∗

!←T2.
4. From Lemma 11 it follows that⇒v is strongly confluent: indeed,

if S v⇐ T ⇒v R, then S ⇒v T
∗
v⇐ R. In particular, this

means that⇒∗v is strongly confluent. But⇒∗v =→∗v according
to Remark 5. Thus,→v is confluent.

Embedding CBN and CBV λ-calculi in the bang calculus

Lemma 2 (Substitution). Let T and S be λ-terms, let x be a See p. 4
variable.

1. If x has n ∈ N free occurrences in T , then T cbn{Scbn!/x}
→n

! (T{S/x})cbn. More precisely: if hoc(T ) is a free occur-
rence of x in T , then T cbn{Scbn!/x} →!w→n−1

!¬w
(T{S/x})cbn;

otherwise, T cbn{Scbn!/x} →n
!¬w (T{S/x})cbn.

2. If S is a variable or an abstraction, then T cbv{Scbv/x} =
(T{S/x})cbv.

Proof. The proofs of both points are by induction on the λ-term T .
Let us denote by |R|x the number of free occurrences of the variable
x in R, for any λ-term R.

1. We just prove that if x has n ∈ N free occurrences in T , then
T cbn{Scbn!/x} →n

! (T{S/x})cbn. The proof that “if hoc(T )

is a free occurrence of x in T , then T cbn{Scbn!/x} →!w→n−1
!¬w

(T{S/x})cbn; otherwise, T cbn{Scbn!/x} →n
!¬w (T{S/x})cbn”

is similar, recalling that hoc(T ) is the only variable occurrence
in T cbn that is not under the scope of any !.
If T = x then |T |x = 1 and T cbn{Scbn!/x} = der(Scbn!) →!

Scbn = (T{S/x})cbn.
If T = y 6= x, then |T |x = 0 and T cbn{Scbn!/x} = der y =
(T{S/x})cbn.
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If T = λy R, we can suppose without loss of generality that y /∈
fv(S)∪ {x}, so |R|x = |T |x = n and, by induction hypothesis,
Rcbn{Scbn!/x} →n

! (R{S/x})cbn. Thus, T cbn{Scbn!/x} =

λy (Rcbn{Scbn!/x})→n
! λy (R{S/x})cbn = (T{S/x})cbn.

If T = RQ, then |T |x = h+k where |R|x := h and |Q|x := k;
by induction hypothesis, Rcbn{Scbn!/x} →h

! (R{S/x})cbn and
Qcbn{Scbn!/x} →k

! (Q{S/x})cbn. Hence,

T cbn{Scbn!/x} = 〈Rcbn{Scbn!/x}〉(Qcbn{Scbn!/x})!

→h
! 〈(R{S/x})cbn〉(Qcbn{Scbn!/x})!

→k
! 〈(R{S/x})cbn〉(Q{S/x})cbn

!

= (T{S/x})cbn.

2. First, note that, as S is a variable or an abstraction, then
Scbv ∈ !Λv and hence T cbv{Scbv/x} is defined.
If T = x then T cbv{Scbv/x} = Scbv = (T{S/x})cbv.
If T = y 6= x, then T cbv{Scbv/x} = y = (T{S/x})cbv.
If T = λy R, we can suppose without loss of generality that
y /∈ fv(S) ∪ {x}. By induction hypothesis, Rcbv{Scbv/x} =
(R{S/x})cbv. Thus, T cbv{Scbv/x} = (λy (Rcbv{Scbv/x}))! =
(λy (R{S/x})cbv)! = (T{S/x})cbv.
If T = RQ, thenRcbv{Scbv/x} = (R{S/x})cbv andQcbv{Scbv/x}
= (Q{S/x})cbv by induction hypothesis. So,

T cbv{Scbv/x} = 〈der(Rcbv{Scbv/x})〉(Qcbv{Scbv/x})
= 〈der((R{S/x})cbv)〉(Q{S/x})cbv

= (T{S/x})cbv.

Extending the bang calculus: σ-reduction

Proposition 3. →σ and→σw are strongly normalizing.See p. 6

Proof. For any term T , we define two sizes s(T ) and #(T ) by
induction on T ∈ !Λ:

s(x) := 1

s(λxT ) := s(T ) + 1

s(〈T 〉S) := s(T ) + s(S)

s(derT ) := s(T )

s(T !) := s(T )

#(x) := 1

#(λxT ) := #(T ) + s(T )

#(〈T 〉S) := #(T ) + #(S) + 2 s(T ) s(S)− 1

#(derT ) := #(T ) + s(T )

#(T !) := #(T )

Note that s(T ) > 0 and #(T ) > 0 for any T ∈ !Λ. It is easy to
check that if T →σ S (in particular, if T →σw S) then s(T ) = s(S)
and #(T ) > #(S).

Omitted proofs and remarks of Section 4
Lemma 3 (Strong normalization). There is no infinite sequenceSee p. 8
(ti)i∈N of resource terms such that: for any i ∈ N there is s ∈
2〈!Λres〉 with ti+1∈ s and ti →bσ s.

Proof. For any t ∈ !Λres, let ‖t‖ := (|t|der,λ, s(t),#(t)), where
|t|der,λ is the number of occurrences of λ and der in t, and s(t) and

#(t) are defined as follows:

s(x) := 1

s(λx t) := s(t) + 1

s(〈t〉s) := s(t) + s(s)

s(der t) := s(t)

s([t1, . . . , tn]) := s(t1) + · · ·+ s(tn)

#(x) := 1

#(λx t) := #(t) + s(t)

#(〈t〉s) := #(t) + #(s) + 2 s(t) s(s)− 1

#(der t) := #(t) + s(t)

#([t1, . . . , tn]) := #(t1) + · · ·+ #(tn)

It is easy to prove that: if t→b s and t′ ∈ s, then |t|der,λ > |t′|der,λ;
if t →σ s and t′ ∈ s, then |t|der,λ = |t′|der,λ, s(t) = s(t′) and
#(t) > #(t′). Therefore, if t →bσ s and t′ ∈ s, then ‖t‖ > ‖t′‖
according to the lexicographical order on N3.

Lemma 14. Let t ∈ !Λres, a ∈ U , x ∈ Var and m ∈Mf(U).

1. Let s1, . . . , sn ∈ !Λres, with n ∈ N. If |t|x = 1, and Γ, x :m `
t : a and ∆ ` [s1, . . . , sn] :m with dom(Γ) = dom(∆), then
Γ ]∆ ` t{[s1, . . . , sn]/x} :a.

2. Let k := |t|x and let t′ be a x-linearizaiton of t. If Γ, x :m ` t :a
is derivable, then there are m1, . . . ,mk ∈ Mf(U) such that
Γ, x1 :m1, . . . , xk :mk ` t′ :a is derivable and

⊎k
i=1mi = m.

Proof. Both points are proved by straightforward induction on
t ∈ !Λres.

Lemma 4 (Substitution). Let n ∈ N, t, s1, . . . , sn ∈ !Λres and See p. 9
a, b1, . . . , bn ∈ U . Let x ∈ Var with |t|x = k and |si|x = 0 for all
1 ≤ i ≤ n. If Γ0, x : [b1, . . . , bn] ` t :a is derivable and, for all 1 ≤
i ≤ n, Γi ` si : bi is derivable with dom(Γ0) = · · · = dom(Γn),
then for any x-linearization t′ of t there is f ∈ k n such that

Γ0 ] · · · ] Γn ` t′{m1/x1, . . . ,mk/xk} :a

is derivable, wheremj := [si | i ∈ n, f(i) = j] for any 1 ≤ j ≤ k.

Proof. Immediate consequence of Lemmas 14.1-2.

Taylor expansion
Remark 6. Given S ∈ !Λ, one has fv(s) ⊆ fv(S) for any resource
term s ∈ T (S).

Lemma 15 (Simulating substitution via Taylor expansion). Let
T, S ∈ !Λ, x ∈ Var, t ∈ T (T ) and s1, . . . , sn ∈ T (S) with
n ∈ N and |t|x = k (the number of free occurrences of x in t). For
any f ∈ k n, one has t′{[si | i ∈ n, f(i) = 1]/x1, . . . , [si | i ∈
n, f(i) = k]/xk} ∈ T (T{S!/x}) where t′ is a x-linearization of
t.

Proof. By induction on T ∈ !Λ.
If T = x, then T{S!/x} = S!, t = x and k = 1. The only

element of 1
n is the constant function f defined by f(i) = 1 for

any 1 ≤ i ≤ n (in particular, if n = 0 then f is the empty function
since 0 = ∅). Therefore, t′{[si | i ∈ n, f(i) = 1]/x1, . . . , [si |
i ∈ n, f(i) = k]/xk} = [s1, . . . , sn] ∈ T (S!) = T (T{S!/x}).

If T = y 6= x, then T{S!/x} = y, t = y and k = 0. If n 6= 0

then 0
n

= ∅ (as 0 = ∅) and hence the statement is vacuously true.
Otherwise, n = 0 and the only element of 0

0 is the empty function;
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therefore, t′{[si | i ∈ n, f(i) = 1]/x1, . . . , [si | i ∈ n, f(i) =
k]/xk} = y ∈ T (y) = T (T{S!/x}).

The other cases follow easily from the induction hypothesis.
For instance, if T = λy R then we can suppose without loss of
generality that y /∈ fv(S) ∪ {x}, thus T{S!/x} = λy R{S!/x}
and t = λy r with r ∈ T (R), y /∈

⋃n
i=1 fv(si) ∪ {x} (see

Remark 6) and |r|x = |t|x = k; so, any x-linearization of t
has the shape t′ = λy r′ where r′ is a x-linearization of r. Let
f ∈ k

n
. By inductive hypothesis, r′{[si | i ∈ n, f(i) =

1]/x1, . . . , [si | i ∈ n, f(i) = k]/xk} ∈ T (R{S!/x}), hence
t′{[si | i ∈ n, f(i) = 1]/x1, . . . , [si | i ∈ n, f(i) = k]/xk} =
λy r′{[si | i ∈ n, f(i) = 1]/x1, . . . , [si | i ∈ n, f(i) =
k]/xk} ∈ T (λy R{S!/x}) = T (T{S!/x}).

Lemma 6 (Simulating reduction via Taylor expansion). For
all T, S ∈ !Λ and t ∈ !Λres, if T →bσw S and t ∈ T (T ),See p. 9
then t→bσ s ⊆T (S) for some s∈2〈!Λres〉.

Proof. By induction on the definition of T ∈ !Λ.
If T 7→bσ S (root-step) then there are the following cases:

• v-root-step with a bang as argument, i.e. T := 〈λxR〉Q!

7→v R{Q!/x} =: S; then, t = 〈λx r〉[q1, . . . , qn] where
r ∈ T (R) and q1, . . . , qn ∈ T (Q), for some n ∈ N. Let
k = |r|x (the number of free occurrences of x in r), let r′ be
a x-linearization of r and s :=

∑
f∈k n r′{[qi | i ∈ n, f(i) =

1]/x1, . . . , [qi | i ∈ n, f(i) = k]/xk}. So, t →v s, and
s ⊆ T (S) by Lemma 15.
• v-root-step with a variable as argument, i.e. T := 〈λxR〉y
7→v R{y/x} =: S; then, t = 〈λx r〉y →ax r{y/x} for some
r ∈ T (R). It is easy to check (by induction on r ∈ !Λres)
that r{y/x} ∈ T (R{y/x}), hence r{y/x} ⊆ T (S) if we see
r{y/x} as a singleton set.
• !-root-step, i.e. T := der(S!) 7→! S; then t = der [s1, . . . , sn]

where n ∈ N and s1, . . . , sn ∈ T (S). If n 6= 1 then t →[·] 0
where 0 ⊆ T (S) since 0 = ∅. Otherwise t = der [s1] →[·] s1
and s1 ⊆ T (S) if we see s1 as a singleton set.
• σ1-root-step, i.e. T := 〈〈λxR〉Q〉P 7→σ1 〈λx 〈R〉P 〉Q =: S

with x /∈ fv(P ); then, t = 〈〈λx r〉q〉p for some r ∈ T (R),
q ∈ T (Q) and p ∈ T (P ). By Remark 6, x /∈ fv(p), thus
t 7→σ1 〈λx 〈r〉p〉q =: s with s ⊆ T (S) if we see s as a
singleton set.
• σ2-root-step, i.e. T := 〈λy λxR〉Q 7→σ2 λx 〈λy R〉Q =: S

with x /∈ fv(Q) ∪ {y}; then, t = 〈λy λx r〉q with r ∈ T (R),
q ∈ T (Q) and p ∈ T (P ). By Remark 6, x /∈ fv(q) ∪ {y}, so
t 7→σ2 λx 〈λy r〉q =: s and s ⊆ T (S) if we see s as a singleton
set.
• σ3-root-step, i.e. T := 〈R〉(〈λxP 〉Q) 7→σ3 〈λx 〈R〉P 〉Q =:
S with x /∈ fv(R); then, t = 〈r〉(〈λx p〉q) for some r ∈ T (R),
q ∈ T (Q) and p ∈ T (P ). By Remark 6, x /∈ fv(r), thus
t 7→σ3 〈λx 〈r〉p〉q =: s with s ⊆ T (S) if we see s as a
singleton set.

If T →bσw S is not a root-step, then the inductive hypothesis
applies straightforwardly. Note that T is not a box by hypothesis.

Lemma 7 (Relational semantics via Taylor expansion). Let S ∈ !ΛSee p. 9
and ~x = (x1, . . . , xn) be a repetition-free list of variables (with n ∈
N) containing all free variables of S. Then, JSK~x =

⋃
s∈T (S)JsK~x.

Proof. By straightforward induction on S ∈ !Λ, using Prop. 4.

Omitted proofs and remarks of Section 5
Lemma 16 (Weakening in contexts). Let T ∈ !Λ, x /∈ fv(T ), and
(x1, . . . , xn) be a repetition-free list of variables containing all the
free variables of T . If there exist a ∈ U andm1, . . . ,mn ∈Mf(U)
such that the type judgment x1 : m1, . . . , xn : mn ` T : a is
derivable, then x1 :m1, . . . , xn :mn, x : [ ] ` T :a is derivable.

Proof. By straightforward induction on T ∈ !Λ.

Lemma 9 (Semantics of clash-free at depth 0 bσw-normal forms).
Let T be a term and ~x = (x1, . . . , xn) be a repetition-free list of See p. 10
variables containing all the free variables of T (with n ∈ N).

1. If T ∈ !Λd, then for any a ∈ U there exist m1, . . . ,mn ∈
Mf(U) such that ((m1, . . . ,mn), a) ∈ JT K~x.

2. If T ∈ !Λ` (in particular, if T ∈ !Λn), then there are a ∈ U and
m1, . . . ,mn ∈Mf(U) such that ((m1, . . . ,mn), a) ∈ JT K~x.

Proof. By Proposition 4, for both points it is enough to prove that
the type judgment x1 :m1, . . . , xn :mn ` T :a is derivable using
the rules in Fig. 1.

1. Proof by induction on the definition of T ∈ !Λd. Let a ∈ U .
If T = derx then x = xi and T = derxi for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n
by hypothesis, so

ax

x1 : [ ], . . . , xi : [a], . . . , xn : [ ] ` xi : [a]
der .

x1 : [ ], . . . , xi : [a], . . . , xn : [ ] ` derxi :a

If T = derD with D ∈ !Λd, then by induction hypothesis
there exist m1, . . . ,mn ∈Mf(U) such that the type judgment
x1 :m1, . . . , xn :mn ` D : [a] is derivable. Hence,

...
x1 :m1, . . . , xn :mn ` D : [a]

der .
x1 :m1, . . . , xn :mn ` derD :a

If T = 〈D〉V with D ∈ !Λd and V ∈ !Λv, then by induction
hypothesis for some m1, . . . ,mn ∈Mf(U) the type judgment
x1 :m1, . . . , xn :mn ` D : ([ ], a) is derivable. Thus,

...
x1 :m1, . . . , xn :mn ` D : ([ ], a)

!
x1 : [ ], . . . , xn : [ ] ` V : [ ]

@ .
x1 :m1, . . . , xn :mn ` 〈D〉V :a

If T = 〈D〉D′ with D,D′ ∈ !Λd, then by induction hypothesis
for some m1,m

′
1 . . . ,mn,m

′
n ∈ Mf(U) the type judgments

x1 :m1, . . . , xn :mn ` D : ([ ], a) and x1 :m′1, . . . , xn :m′n `
D′ : [ ] are derivable. Therefore,

...
x1 :m1, . . . , xn :mn ` D : ([ ], a)

...
x1 :m′1, . . . , xn :m′n ` D′ : [ ]

@ .
x1 :m1 ]m′1, . . . , xn :mn ]m′n ` 〈D〉D′ :a

2. First, we prove by induction on T ∈ !Λn the following pre-
liminary statement: for any T ∈ !Λn and any repetition-free
list (x1, . . . , xn) containing all the free variables of T , there
exist a ∈ U and m1, . . . ,mn ∈ Mf(U) such that the type
judgment x1 : m1, . . . , xn : mn ` T : a is derivable. If
T ∈ !Λv (resp. T ∈ !Λd) then the statement holds by Remark 4
(resp. Lemma 9.1) and Proposition 4. Finally, if T = 〈λxN〉D
with N ∈ !Λn and D ∈ !Λd, then we can suppose without
loss of generality that x /∈ fv(D); by induction hypothesis
there exist a ∈ U and m1, . . . ,mn ∈ Mf(U) such that the
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type judgment x1 : m1, . . . , xn : mn ` N : a is derivable,
where (x1, . . . , xn) is a repetition-free list of variables con-
taining all the free variables of N and D (and hence of T );
moreover, by Lemma 16, we can suppose without loss of gen-
erality that x = xi for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n; by Lemma 9.1,
there exist m′1, . . . ,m′i−1,m

′
i+1, . . . ,m

′
n ∈ Mf(U) such that

the type judgment Γ′ ` D :mi is derivable where Γ′ = x1 :
m′1, . . . , xi−1 :m′i−1, x

′
i+1 :m′i+1, . . . , xn :m′n, hence

...
x1 :m1, . . . , xn :mn ` N :a

λ
Γ ` λxN : (mi, a)

...
Γ′ ` D :mi

@
Γ ] Γ′ ` 〈λxN〉D :a

with Γ = x1 :m1, . . . , xi−1 :mi−1, xi+1 :mi+1, . . . , xn :mn.
Now we can prove Lemma 9.2. If T ∈ !Λn, then we are
done according to the preliminary statement above. Finally, if
T = λxL with L ∈ !Λ`, then by induction hypothesis there
exist a ∈ U and m1, . . . ,mn ∈ Mf(U) such that the type
judgment x1 : m1, . . . , xn : mn ` L : a is derivable, where
(x1, . . . , xn) is a repetition-free list of variables containing all
the free variables ofL (and hence of T ); moreover, by Lemma 16,
we can suppose without loss of generality that x = xi for some
1 ≤ i ≤ n, hence

...
x1 :m1, . . . , xn :mn ` L :a

λ .
x1 :m1, . . . , xi−1 :mi−1, xi+1 :mi+1, . . . , xn :mn ` λxL : (mi, a)
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